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論文提要內容：在黛安娜‧韋恩瓊斯的當代童話故事《霍爾的移動城堡》(又譯

‧
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學

作《魔幻城堡》)以及《飛天魔毯》裡，瓊斯藉由語言和影像脫離童話故事的傳
統。她對於模糊性的操控─包含言語和視覺方面─表達出貫穿兩個故事的重要核
心，移動性及流動性。語言的模稜兩可展現在字面與比喻的擺盪中。不斷改變形
狀的霍爾城堡具體呈現出瓊斯不斷轉換的語言性質。在兩部小說中，移動和漂浮
的城堡在視覺上表達出移動性與流動性。城堡不只是與主要角色的轉變互相呼應，
也反映出雙重的語言性質。宮崎駿動畫改編的《霍爾的移動城堡》進一步的將城
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堡在概念上的轉變化成實體上的變形，呈現出城堡以及主要人物的詭態。此外，
流動性也反映了現實，在文字與影像中流露出後現代的精神。
在本篇論文中，我將分析瓊斯多種呈現移動性與流動性的手法。對於兩部現
代童話的分析，我主要討論的是瓊斯語言的使用、霍爾城堡的影像、角色與城堡
的一致性。我的分析主要是奠基於波普的童話結構和托德洛夫語言理論。第一章
集中在瓊斯如何脫離傳統童話以及她對語言的操控。第二章是關於真實世界的城
堡以及童話傳統裡的城堡：城堡原始的功能、外部特徵、及象徵意涵。我將解釋
瓊斯如何操弄傳統城堡的呈現方式。第三章處理宮崎駿的動畫改編，聚焦於移動
城堡的詭態特性以及與主要角色的對應特性。最後一章以後現代的流動性作為總
結，點出從瓊斯的小說到宮崎駿的改編，皆呈現出不同程度的流動性。
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Abstract
In her modern fairy tales, Howl’s Moving Castle and Castle in the Air, Diana
Wynne Jones deviates from fairy tale tradition by means of language and image. Her
play of ambiguity—verbal as well as visual—conveys a sense of mobility and
fluidity, which prevail in both stories. The ambiguity of language manifests in
Jones’s vacillation between the literal and the metaphorical. Howl’s castle, which
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constantly changes its shape, becomes an embodiment of the shifting nature of
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Jones’s language. The moving and floating castle in the two novels visually displays
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the idea of mobility and fluidity. The castle not only parallels the major characters’
transformation, but it also reflects the double nature of language. Hayao Miyazaki’s
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Anime adaptation of Howl’s Moving Castle goes one step further, turning the
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conceptual transformation of the castle into a physical transformation (or
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metamorphosis). This presents a grotesque aspect of the castle and the major
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characters. Furthermore, the mobility and fluidity mirror the reality, showing a
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postmodern spirit in word and image.

In this thesis, I offer a critical assessment of Jones’s multiple presentations of
mobility and fluidity. My analysis of the two modern fairy tales will focus on
Jones’s use of language, the image of Howl’s castle, and the characters’
correspondence to the features of the castle. My analysis is based on Vladimir
Propp’s fairy tale structure and Tzvetan Todorov’s theory of language. Chapter One
focuses on Jones’s deviation from traditional fairy tale and Jones’s play of language.
Chapter Two concerns a castle in real life and fairytale tradition: its original function,
its exterior, and its symbolic meaning. I will explain how Jones manipulates such
xi

traditional presentation of a castle. Chapter Three deals with Miyazaki’s Anime
adaptation, focusing on the grotesque nature of the moving castle and its
correspondence with the protagonists. The final chapter concludes that postmodern
fluidity is presented in different degrees from Jones’s novels to Miyazaki’s
adaptation.
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Chapter One
Introduction

I. Introduction
The British writer of fantasy novels, Diana Wynne Jones, is described as “the most
consistently creative author writing fantasy stories for children during the past 30
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years” by Nicholas Tucker. 1 Since 1965 Jones had published numerous fictions and
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won many awards of fantasy and children’s literature until her death very recently in
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2011. Although Jones’s works are generally considered as fantasy, she does not
regard it necessary to stay in one genre in her writing; rather, she is inclined to mix
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things up and “change them around and make something new” (Mendlesohn XVI).
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Her use of “myths, legends, folktales, and fairy tales, as well as recognizable images
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termed as “postmodern montage” by Jack Zipes (Mendlesohn XXVII). Jones’s
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postmodern writing style manifests itself not only in her use of different materials,
but also her use of language. Her “remixing,” as Farah Mendlesohn puts it, always
“turns the conventional and well-known into something unexpected” and she is,
therefore, praised as “an indisputable innovator” of the fairy tale genre. 2
Jones’s Howl’s Moving Castle (1986), the winner of both Horn Book Fanfare
1

Farah Mendlesohn, Diana Wynne Jones: Children’s Literature and the Fantastic Tradition, XIII.
Farah Mendlesohn comprehensively examined Jones’s critiques of fantastic tradition’s ideas in most
of her fictions for children. This is “the first sustained study of Jones’s work,” as the review of the
book claims.
2
Jack Zipes (Ed.), The Oxford Companion to Fairy Tales, 271. In the entry of Jones, Diana Wynne,
she is regarded as an author of “more than 30 highly original fairy-tale novels” and also breaks the
fairy-tale pattern of tradition in some aspects. Farah Mendlesohn further links Jones’s use of “myth,
legends, folktales, and fairy tales” to Zipes’s term “postmodern montage” in the introduction of
Diana Wynne Jones: Children’s Literature and the Fantastic Tradition.
1

List in 1987 and Phoenix Award in 2006, and its sequel, Castle in the Air (1990) are
respectively drawn on European fairy tale and The Arabian Nights (Rosenberg 5). To
seek her own fortune, the protagonist Sophie in Howl’s Moving Castle strikes a
bargain with Howl’s fire demon, Calcifer, and explores the moving castle, the
“wicked” wizard Howl, and herself. Castle in the Air, though as its sequel, describes a
new story that the protagonist Abdullah, a carpet merchant, experiences a series of
adventures to rescue his princess, Flower-in-the-Night. Sophie, Howl, Calcifer, and
the moving castle are revealed near the end of the story that they all play important

政 治 大
Sophie, Jones seems to be “rethinking the fairy tale.” Compared to her other novels,
立
roles throughout the story. As Teya Rosenberg points out, in the stories of Howl and

“these books present a much different tone than the others that use the oral tradition,
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lighter and wittier, bordering on slapstick, that puts them in their own category”
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(Rosenberg 5). While aligning her works with fairy tales convention, Jones has not
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only created her own fairy tales but also undermined the traditional fairy tale’s use of
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language. 3 In the canons, the meaning is explicit without any doubt. The style thus
can be concluded as “clarity, exactness, positiveness, and precision” (Lüthi, Once
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Departing from the traditionalCstyle of fairy tales, Jones
h e n g c h i U mobilizes the stable
n

57).

4

meaning through rhetorical use of language, i.e. vacillating between the literal and the
figural.
The common feature of the two novels is, as suggested in their titles, the castle.
The building in question is not an ordinary castle that appears in most fairy tales as a
setting. Rather, it is an ever-changing castle, moving around as an important character
in its own right. Its mobility echoes what Mendlesohn states regarding Jones’s works:
3

By traditional fairy tales, I mean the so-called “classical” ones written or collected by Charles
Perrault, Hans Christian Anderson, and the Brothers Grimm like ‘Cinderella’, ‘Sleeping Beauty’,
‘Snow White’, ‘Aladdin and the Lamp’, ‘The Ugly Duckling’, ‘The Little Mermaid’, and many others.
4
The traditional style of the fairy tale will be further explained in the part of my methodology,
according to Max Lüthi’s Once Upon a Time: On the Nature of Fairy Tales.
2

“places are not landmarks: they are routes, patterns worked out by people. They are
not static either; places are continually being rebuilt, and this construction creates a
sense of place as process” (Mendlesohn XXVI). The castle in this case is not static. It
moves and keeps changing its shapes. It is not a landmark, or more precisely, a setting.
Instead, the castle has important metaphorical meanings. Since both novels include
“castle” in their titles, we might ask: what is Jones’s message behind the
ever-changing castle? What does Jones try to express through the image of the mobile
castle?

政 治 大
thus create a variety of possible interpretations. The uncertainty of meaning
立

The rich metaphorical and changing meanings of the castle in these two novels

determines the major characters’ destiny, at least from a reader’s perspective.
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Different interpretations of the same phrases would lead to different consequences.
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For example, Abdullah, the protagonist of Castle in the air, cannot figure out his own
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destiny by the saying of being “raised above all others in this land” in the prophecy. It
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can fit into at least three different meanings in the context and each of them may lead
to different endings. In some cases, even when the ending is revealed, the readers
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is really settled
or not. Jones’s Castle in the Air
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especially demonstrates a problem for interpretation. I argue that the ever-changing
castle in both works reveals Jones’s attempt to mobilize meanings beyond the fairy
tale convention, an attempt further reinforced by the Japanese animator Hayao
Miyazaki, who adapted the novel and presented the castle in different images and
meanings. 5

II. Literary Review
5

Jones’s two novels will be my main discussion, which occupies the first two chapters. Miyazaki’s
adaptation of Howl’s Moving Castle, due to its remarkably presentation of the castle, will be discussed
in the third chapter.
3

Originating from folk tales, the literary fairy tale started to prosper in Europe during
the Renaissance. Charles Perrault was among the authors of early ages that created
fairy tales from oral tradition. However, the golden age of the fairy tale genre is the
nineteenth century: such writers as Brother Grimms and Hans Andersen created
“family fairy tales” for the household (Zipes, Happily Ever After 64, 66). In contrast
to traditional fairy tale, the “new” fairy tale came into being in the late 1960s. Under
the impact of counter-culture movement, fairy tales underwent many revisions partly
as a revolt against the Vietnam War: “one of the slogans of the anti-war movement in

政 治 大
imagination’” (Zipes, Oxford Companion xxx). By the 1980s, more famous writers
立
Europe and America was ‘power to the imagination’, that is, ‘empower the

joined in, including authors such as Angela Carter, Salman Rushdie, and A. S. Byatt.
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Some overthrow the hierarchy of gender, revealing different sides in the role of
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women. Some question the issue of social codes and narratology and also break
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through different genres. By retellings of fairy tales, contemporary writers and artists
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“offer alternatives to the standard formulas that stimulate readers/viewers to rethink
their aesthetic and ideological notions of what a fairy tale is” (Zipes, Oxford
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Companion xxx-xxxi). Among theseCwriters, Jones had also
h e n g c h i U written more than 30

original fairy-tale novels and some of her works can certainly be called “new” fairy
tales (Zipes, Oxford Companion 271).
The other significant development of the genre in the early twentieth century is
Walt Disney’s animations based on renowned fairy tales. Disney’s use of Technicolor
and other technologies created a big success, turning classical fairy tale into Disney
Corporation’s trademark (Zipes, Oxford Companion xxx). Such Disney animations
include predictable plots and fixed elements, like castles and princesses, and have
greatly influenced public perceptions of fairy tales. But Jones’s recreation and
Miyazaki’s adaptation have turned the castle, an important motif in Disney’s
4

animation, into an essential character rather than a setting, and thus departs from
Disney’s conventions.
Even though Jones is not one of the well-known authors of contemporary fairy
tales, she is the most innovative writer, known for “breaking the traditional fairy-tale
pattern” and turning the “conventional and well-known into something unexpected”
(Zipes, Oxford Companion 271). Though Howl’s Moving Castle and Castle in the Air
have not received extensive attention from literary critics, the figurative meanings and
images of the unconventional castle are worthy of further examination. Of such

政 治 大
while some on Miyazaki’s adapted animation. The adaptation actually draws more
立

criticism that does focus on these two works, most focuses on Jones’s use of language

attention than the original so that readers as well as critics who are interested in the
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story of Howl’s Moving Castle start to explore the fascination of Jones’s original.
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The popularity of Hayao Miyazaki’s Howl’s Moving Castle (2004) has aroused
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audience’s interest in Jones’s original (1986). Matt Kimmich maintains that
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Miyazaki’s adaptation is only partially successful in its interpretation of Jones’s story.
The plot between the two is different owing to Miyazaki’s preference to certain
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C h films, like war, flying,
themes appearing in his previous
and brave female protagonists.
engchi U
Osmond suggests that Miyazaki’s intention differs from Jones’s so that the latter part
of the film departs from the original plotline in the novel and develops into a new
story. Besides, due to the different genres between fiction and film, the presentation of
“different equivalences,” that is, “adaptation proper” should be considered in this case.
Although the “double nature” is perceived in the film, as Kimmich terms it, Jones’s
verbal wit and lightness are recalled by Miyazaki’s visual humor (137). The visual
humor from one of the most remarkable adaptations is the castle with the grotesque
appearance and its different phases of development throughout the entire film. This
will be further explored in my chapter three. Jones’s original and its sequel, however,
5

occupy most of the criticisms.
Howl’s Moving Castle is compared with Lyman Frank Baum’s The Wizard of Oz.
As a unique American fairytale, The Wizard of Oz sets a model for children’s fantasy
literature: “there and back again” (Bar-Hillel 385). As Gili Bar-Hillel points out, many
similar events that occur in both stories suggest Jones’s homage to Baum. He further
indicates that the images echoed in both texts are due to their common source from
fairytales. Besides, the use of color on a visual level immediately links The Wizard of
Oz to Howl’s Moving Castle, and even to the film version of the former one

政 治 大
presents vivid images which may be inspired by the original colorful description in
立
(Bar-Hillel 390). Adapted later in 2004 by Hayao Miyazaki, Howl’s Moving Castle

the novel. The ever-changing colors, especially on Howl and the castle, correspond to
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the shifting nature of Jones’s ambiguous meanings. Jones’s language is mostly
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explored; the most notable ones are Deborah Kaplan, David Rudd, and John Stephens.
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In “Diana Wynne Jones and the World-Shaping Power of Language,” Deborah
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Kaplan especially explores the language in Jones’s works. Kaplan states that in
Howl’s Moving Castle, “language is forever fluid, forever dangerous, but nonetheless
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not to be abandoned” (62). According
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English, is usually connected to magical power in most of Jones’s works. This is
especially true of Sophie’s magical power in Howl’s Castle series, which makes
things alive by talking in idiomatic English. Language is also connected with reality:
“Truth, reality, and language are all endlessly shifting, and power rests with those who
are aware of the many possible readings of the language all the characters use and do
not try to deny the essential fluidity of both reality and language” (Kaplan 56-57). The
“endless shifting,” “the many possible readings of the language,” and “the essential
fluidity of…language” indicate Jones’s efforts to deconstruct conventional ideas of
language and reality.
6

In his “Building Castles in the Air: (De) Construction in Howl’s Moving
Castle,” David Rudd argues that Jones applies deconstruction to her story, reflected in
its language, violence of linear time, subversion of gender hierarchy, unconventional
ending, and the floating castle. Jacques Derrida’s idea that “the meanings and
referents of language are never stable, but ever shifting” can be applied to the
uncertain meanings scattered in Howl’s Moving Castle and Castle in the Air,
particularly the important image of the moving castle (Rudd 257).
Rudd’s ideas have importantly exposed the connection between the unstable

政 治 大
this link needs to be developed further, in my view. Such a link may also be applied to
立
meanings in the novel’s use of language and the multiple meanings of the castle, but

the sequel Castle in the Air.
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Jones’s strategic use of language in Castle in the Air is explored in great details
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in John Stephens’s Language and Ideology in Children’s Fiction. Stephens adopts
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Jacque Lacan’s idea of the sign and states that “the key to all events in Castle in the
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Air…is likewise in front of everybody” (273). The game Jones plays is “to place all
missing objects under the reader’s nose, but by shifting the signifiers floats meaning
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emphasis on a metaphorical
engchi U

reading of the story overlooks the fact that the literal reading is equally important in
the genre of fantasy. Not only does Jones conceal the signifier from the signified, but
she also plays around the intriguing interaction between metaphoric and literal
meanings.
While the above authors point out the importance of language, the fluidity and
shifting nature in Jones’s two works, this thesis hopes to further study these aspects
and particularly propose a study at the interaction between the metaphorical and the
literal dimension of Jones’s works.

7

III. Methodology
In this thesis, I will explore the connection between the use of language and the
changing images of the castle. I will start with my discussion of language with
Tzvetan Todorov’s and Vladimir Propp’s structuralist approach. Propp formulizes
thiry-one functions in fairy tales, components that drive a story forward. These
functions constitute a sequence of events that demonstrate a fixed pattern in a fairy
tale. While a tale may not contain all the functions, the order of the sequence of
functions remains the same (Propp 21-23). In what follows, I will introduce some of
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The first seven functions in Propp’s theory include interdiction addressed,
立

the functions that can apply to my discussion of Jones’s texts. 6

villain appeared, and victim deceived. The insufficiency or lack of the hero leads to a
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quest. Later the hero leaves home, is on his way to be tested, and acquires a magical
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agent. Then he or she is led to the place where the object is. The hero fights and
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defeats the villain, thereby liquidating the initial misfortune or lack. The story ends at
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this point with the hero’s marriage or ascension to the throne (Propp 26-63). This
pattern can be roughly applied to Howl’s Moving Castle and Castle in the Air, though
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While Howl’s Moving Castle and Castle in the Air can fit into Propp’s theory of
fairy tale, Jones modifies some details regarding the various functions. For example,
Jones grants her protagonists magical powers rather than assisting them with a
magical helper (Zipes, Oxford Companion 271). However, readers still can perceive
that this is the same function, judging from the similar acts, i.e., both aid protagonists
with magical power but in different ways. Starting from fairy tale convention, I shall
first indicate the fairy tale pattern that Jones adopt, based on Propp’s fairy tale
6

While Jones’s Castle series is regarded as postmodern, its content fits into Propp’s structuralist
system. As I will show later, Jones’s use of language is post-structuralist, yet the plotline of the Castle
series follows traditional structure of fairy tales.
8

functions, and then point out her modification in some details. Todorov’s structural
approach, however, will be the main discussion related to my argument.
Todorov analyzes the characteristics of the fantastic, of which the fairy tale is a
genre. One of the characteristics is the use of allegory. According to Todorov, allegory
is “a proposition with a double meaning, but whose literal meaning has been entirely
effaced” (62). However, how the double meaning functions is a controversial issue
among scholars. For example, Fontanier maintains that “allegory consists in a
proposition with two meanings, a literal meaning and a spiritual meaning both

政 治 大
rather than one of the meanings must disappear, as Todorov summarizes, is the
立

together” (Todorov 63). His claim that the two meanings can be present together

foundation for my argument—reader’s interpretation between the allegorical and the
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literal.
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According to Todorov, the opposition between allegorical and literal meanings
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is embodied in several degrees of allegory, ranging from pure allegory to “hesitating”
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allegory. Traditional fairy tales, exemplified by most of Perrault’s works, demonstrate
explicit allegorical meanings in which literal meanings are completely ignored and
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thus to be put into pure allegory.
allegory is much more complicated
engchi

due to the double meaning, which in turn creates intriguing problems of interpretation.
Hoffmann’s “The Tale of the Lost Reflection,” for example, demonstrates the literal
meaning of a lost reflection perceived but, at the same time, the allegorical meaning
of the loss of personality. Confronted by the ambiguous meanings, we hesitate
between the two interpretations before adopting one of them (Todorov 64-70). The
“hesitating” allegory thus displays the uncertainty of meaning which Jones seems to
adopt in her novels when she deviates from traditional fairy tale.
Max Lüthi’s theory plays a crucial part in my discussion of Jones’s deviation
from the fairy tale. Lüthi explores the fairy tale tradition, especially the typical writing
9

style of this genre: “There is no ‘if’ and no ‘perhaps,’ the three-legged stool
unquestionably has three legs.” The statement indicates the basic characteristic of a
typical European fairy tale: certainty and precision (Lüthi, Once 47-48). The fairy tale
also “prefers everything solid and clearly formed,” which is why castle and city
appear more often than village and cave. Furthermore, because of the absence of
unessential details in the fairy tale, the characters and their feelings are usually not
narrated in detail, but rather “externalized,” with “everything clearly formed (in colors
as well as in shape)” (Lüthi, Once 51). The general features of fairy tale style—clarity,

政 治 大
not only in contents but also in her play of language.
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solidity, and visibility—form a great contrast to Jones’s presentation of her fairy tales,

Jones’s play of “in-between” meanings is unique in the genre of fairy tale.
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Applying both figurative and literal meanings to her text, Jones distinguishes her
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works from traditional fairy tales in a new fashion. Due to the nature of the fantastic,
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the literal meaning can be realized and thus the fluid meanings between the literal and
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the figurative become more prominent in the framework of fairy tale. After analyzing
the two novels with the aid of Propp’s theory, I will examine Jones’s deviation from
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C hthe fairy tale pattern
traditional style of fairy tales, applying
set up by Max Lüthi.
engchi U

Todorov’s idea of “hesitating” allegory is one of the most important concepts I will
adopt in my discussion of Jones’s use of language. The problem of interpretation
appears to be similar to that in these two novels. However, the case is different. Jones
is more inclined to employ the common use of language (e.g., the idea of a castle in
the air) to confuse her readers, whereas Todorov’s examples from Hoffmann and Poe
focus on a single motif. Therefore, roughly based on Todorov’s idea, I would analyze
Jones’s fluidity of meanings specifically in the genre of fairy tale to demonstrate
Jones’s uniqueness in her new fairy tales.
The ambiguity in language is even more emphatically projected by means of the
10

castle’s image, which displays both the grotesque and a sense of mobility. In my
second and third chapters, Howl’s castle remains an important theme in my discussion.
After exploring the imagery and function of a conventional castle in both history and
fairy tales, I will offer a close assessment of Howl’s rather unconventional castle in
both novels. Hayao Miyazaki’s grotesque visual presentation of the castle stands out
in his Anime adaptation of Jones’s novel. The in-between appearance of Howl’s castle
manifests the vacillation between the literal and the metaphorical. Since the
in-between can be regarded as the most prominent feature of the grotesque, I will

政 治 大
Howl’s castle and its physical transformation, in particular. As I will show, the castle’s
立
adopt Lee Byron Jennings’ definition of the grotesque to analyze the features of

transformation mirrors the major characters’ transformation. Miyazaki’s adaptation
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therefore conveys the idea of mobility and fluidity, which in turn reflects Jones’s use
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of language.
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The shifting nature of language is a prominent feature of Jones’s deviation from
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fairy tale tradition and further connects to the reality. A subgenre of fantasy, fairy tale
usually includes supernatural elements that attract the readers, as these elements
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present a departure from theC
reality. In her discussion
h e n g c h i U of the traditional notion of

fantasy in relation to reality, Rosemary Jackson points out the “‘free-floating’ and
escapist qualities” in fantasy: “literature of the fantastic has been claimed as
‘transcending’ reality, ‘escaping’ the human condition and constructing superior
alternate, ‘secondary’ worlds” (Jackson 1-2). It is generally agreed that fantasy is free
from any restraints. However, Jackson argues that the literary fantastic is never “free”
since its creation derives from the lack of reality. In other words, to Jackson, the
fantasy is a “literature of desire, which seeks that which is experienced as absence and
loss” (Jackson 3). Therefore, fantasy literature projects our unconscious desire, which
cannot be met in reality. Fantasy is thus not transcendental: it combines familiar
11

elements in new relations to transform them into unfamiliar new ones (Jackson 8). I
argue that Jones’s use of shifting nature of language in both novels conveys the
“free-floating” quality, but not totally denies a part of Jackson’s ideas that the creation
of the fantasy should be connected to reality. I propose that Jones’s fantasy maintain
both the quality of mobility and the reflection of reality. Put another way, Jones’s
fantasy presents a seemingly different world, which, despite its supernatural elements,
mirrors the real world.

政 治 大
My thesis consists of three chapters. The first and second chapters focus on Howl’s
立
IV. Organization of Chapters

Moving Castle and Castle in the Air, respectively. Throughout this thesis, my citations
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of Jones’s novels are from the two editions: Howl’s Moving Castle (London: Harper,
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1986) and Castle in the Air (London: Harper, 1990). 7 The first chapter is divided into
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three parts. The first part deals with the fairy tale conventions. I will show how Jones
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deviates from the typical treatment of traditional fairy tale in her two novels. In the
second part, I will provide examples in the two narratives to illustrate such deviation.
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The examples, as I will show, include
to well-known fairy tales, which
h e allusions
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Jones modifies. In the third part, I explore Jones’s fluid use of language and how such

fluidity presents multiple meanings. I argue that this device serves as Jones’s tool to
break down the boundary between the literal and the metaphorical, thereby confusing
her readers and breaking through the traditional ground for fairy tales.
Chapter two focuses on the image of the castle. It starts with conventional
assumption of a castle (its exterior and interior appearance), and a castle as a locale
and physical setting in fairy tales. Walt Disney’s fairytale-based animation will serve

7

Throughout this thesis, I use the recent edition of Howl’s Moving Castle and Castle in the Air. The
first edition of both novels is unavailable.
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as my visual illustration of conventional castle in fairy tales. I will show that Jones’s
moving castle functions as a major character in the two novels, rather than a relatively
insignificant physical background. This suggests how Jones redefines the fairy tale.
Jones’s revolutionary visual construction of the castle especially stands out in
Hayao Miyazaki’s Anime adaptation of Jones’s Howl’s Moving Castle (2004). In
chapter three, I will discuss the moving castle, focusing on its grotesque appearance
and different images presented in the Anime. Different from the castle in Jones’s
novels, the castle in Miyazaki’s Anime displays physical transformation along the

政 治 大
fluid quality of the castle and the characters correspond to Jones’s deviation from
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plotline. The castle’s metamorphosis characterizes the characters’ transformation. The

fairy tale conventions as well as her play of ambiguity in language. With the multiple
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ways of presentation, the castle in Miyazaki’s Anime not only captures the spirit of
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Jones’s narrative, but it also reflects the postmodern age, which “unseats any fixed
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Chapter Two
“Only true in a manner of speaking”?: The Ambiguity of Language

Calypso, when she finally agrees to let Odysseus go, tells him he has to visit Hades
first. This could be her way of saying “I’ll see you in hell first!” but, since she is a
nymph and semi-divine, it becomes literal truth and means “You’ll have to pass
through death first.1

政 治 大

--Diana Wynne Jones, “The Heroic Ideal—A Personal Odyssey”
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If a tale begins with “once upon a time,” we can expect its ending to be
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“happily ever after”—the pattern of a typical fairy tale, undoubtedly. Within this
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familiar frame, we expect to see the familiar elements: a hero, a journey, some
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magical creatures, and a rescue plot. This pattern of fairy tale seems to be so
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embedded in our knowledge that the genre of fairy tale can be recognized at first
sight. Even modern fairy tales, which are usually modified to a certain degree, are
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C hpattern. No matter U
nevertheless influenced by this
how much it transforms, the
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pattern of the fairy tale is still recognizable. I will start the chapter by applying
Propp’s formula to Jones’s two novels, Howl’s Moving Castle and Castle in the Air.
I will demonstrate that, even though Jones modifies Propp’s system, the novels carry
on the basic structure of the fairy tale. This is done by using Lüthi’s theory of the
style of the traditional fairy tale as well as Todorov’s theory of “hesitating allegory.”
I will also analyze the two novels, particularly the ambiguity of the language, as I
argue that the ambiguity of meanings contributes to Jones’s deviation from the
traditional fairy tale.
1

Emphasis (in italics) mine.
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The term of fairy tale, or “[les] contes de fées” in French, does not present its
definition precisely. According to Oxford English Dictionary, “fairy-tale” is defined
as “a. A Tale about fairies. Also gen., fairy legend, faerie. b. An unreal or incredible
story. c. A falsehood” (fairy-tale, n.). None of these definitions suffices to describe
fairy tales precisely because a fairy tale seems to mean several things at once: “tales
that include elements of folk tradition and magical or supernatural elements, tales that
have a certain, predictable structure” (Harries 6). Deriving from oral folktales,
especially oral wonder tales, fairy tales certainly bear many of their features. However,

政 治 大
The most recognizable feature in a typical fairy tale is its beginning (“once
立

it is the predictable structure that determines the nature of the genre.

upon a time”) and ending ([so they live] “happily ever after”). Roz Chast outlines the
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basic plot of a fairy tale in her “Story Template.” Framed between “once upon a time”
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and “happily ever after,” a dragon appears “suddenly,” then a superman shows up
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“luckily” in time. The sequence—stability, disruption, intervention, and stability
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again—is the typical fairy-tale pattern with which everyone is familiar (Harries 8-10).
While Chast’s template offers a vivid summary of a typical fairy tale’s outline, it
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is still not sufficient to describe the C
development of the plot.
h e n g c h i U Vladimir Propp provides

a more detailed pattern. In his Morphology of the Folktale, Propp puts forth thirty-one
functions of a fairy tale.2 By function, Propp means the act of a character, which
serves as the driving force of the narrative. Each function constitutes a sequence of
events that demonstrates a fixed pattern. Regarding the function, Propp specifies four
principles:
1) Functions of characters serve as stable, constant elements in a tale,
independent of how and by whom they are fulfilled. They constitute the
fundamental components of a tale.
2

The “folktale” is also referred to as the fairy tale, as Propp points out in “Author’s Foreward.”
16

2) The number of functions known to the fairy tale is limited.
3) The sequence of functions is always identical.
4) All fairy tales are of one type in regard to their structure. (21-23)
While a fairy tale may not contain all of the functions, the sequence of the functions
remains in the same order (Propp 21-23). The structure of each fairy tale is thus
predictable under any circumstances, according to Propp.3
Diana Wynne Jones’s Howl’s Moving Castle and Castle in the Air basically
follow the pattern of fairy tales, though she modifies certain details. The

政 治 大
the fairy tale genre. In this chapter, I seek to discover Jones’s deviation not only in the
立
modifications reveal her awareness of and her deviation from the traditional pattern of

modifications of some functions and allusions but also in her play of language.
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Howl’s Moving Castle concerns the protagonist Sophie Hatter’s journey to seek
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her fortune. The story is inherently dominated by the first paragraph in the opening of
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the book: “it is quite a misfortune to be born the eldest of three. Everyone knows you
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are the one who will fail first, and worst, if the three of you set out to seek your
fortunes” (Jones, Howl’s 1). The narrative style of this opening, though not stated
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with “once upon a time” as most
fairy tales’ in terms of
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its certainty and clarity. Of particular importance is this “universal truth,” which

prevails in the entire story. As the eldest child, Sophie believes that she is bound to
fail, an assumption based on this fairy-tale rule (Zipes, Oxford Companion 271).
Using it as a pretext, she keeps putting off the idea of seeking her own fortune,
assuming that she would fail at any rate, which conforms to the simplicity and clarity
in the traditional fairy tale.
Sophie and her sisters are “warned never to go out alone” due to Wizard Howl’s

3

All Propp references are to the Morphology of the Folktale (Austin, Tex.: University of Texas Press,
1968)
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wicked behaviors to girls (Jones, Howl’s 4). This conforms to the function that there
is an interdiction addressed to the hero before he or she leaves home for the journey
(Propp 26). The three Hatter sisters seek out their own fortunes nevertheless
conforming to the necessary violation of such interdiction in Propp’s system (Propp
27). In addition to the violation of interdiction, the fairy tale hero departs from home
for his or her journey out of a sense of insufficiency: “one member of a family either
lacks something or desires to have something” (Propp 35). In Sophie’s case, the lack
derives from her belief of being the eldest; she “very soon realized how little chance

政 治 大
admitted to herself that her life was rather dull…interesting things did seem to happen,
立
she had of an interesting future” (Jones, Howl’s 2). Disappointed as she is, “Sophie

but always to somebody else” (Jones, Howl’s 11, 13). When she ventures to make her
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life more interesting by visiting her sister, she is frightened and overwhelmed by the
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crowd on the street. The “misfortune” of being the eldest once again comes to her
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mind: “What made me think I wanted life to be interesting? [...] I’d be far too scared.
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It comes of being the eldest of three” (Jones, Howl’s 14). Leading a dull
unsatisfactory life, Sophie is nevertheless unable to change it. While she desires an
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interesting and even adventurous future,
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interiority and her struggles between wanting and seeking a life she desires vary the
fairytale functions that Propp proposes. Indeed, it breaks the tradition of
one-dimensionality of the characters in traditional fairy tales.
The fairy tale character’s sense of lack does not suffice to urge the hero to set off
a journey. The time comes only when his or her “misfortune or lack is made known;
the hero is approached with a request or command; he is allowed to go or he is
dispatched” (Propp 36). When Sophie is transformed into an old woman, the
misfortune is made known and thus she is compelled to leave home and to start a
quest. Unlike the condition set up by Propp, she is neither allowed to go nor
18

dispatched but forced to go. This leads to Propp’s next function, “the hero leaves
home” (Propp 39). There are two different types of hero in this function:
seeker-heroes and victim-heroes. Although Sophie aims to seek her own fortune, she
is a victim-hero for being enchanted, which “marks the beginning of a journey
without searches, on which various adventures await the hero” (Propp 39). Indeed, it
does not take her long to search until she enters Howl’s moving castle, where she
begins her real journey.
According to Propp’s system, the travelling hero is “tested, interrogated, attacked,

政 治 大
then “acquires the use of a magical agent” (Propp 39-43). The importance of the agent
立
etc., which prepares the way for his receiving either a magical agent or helper” and

lies on his magical power, which will “permit the eventual liquidation of misfortune”
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(Propp 39). This condition, however, does not apply to Sophie’s case. No
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interrogation or test takes place on her way to the castle; neither does she receive any
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magical agents. On the contrary, she is endowed with magical power herself without
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realizing it. As Zipes points out, this is one of Jones’s favorite devices. Instead of
being “assisted by a magical helper,” Sophie becomes a sorceress (Oxford Companion
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Not being tested on her way to the castle, Sophie nevertheless gets the threefold
encounter, which in a traditional fairy tale would help the protagonist liquidate his or
her misfortune. The encounter is modified in this case, though. Aware of the two
encounters, Sophie expects the third time: “‘There’s two encounters,’ she said, ‘and
not a scrap of magical gratitude from either…I’m surely due to have a third encounter,
magical or not. In fact, I insist on one. I wonder what it will be’” (Jones, Howl’s
31-32). Sophie’s knowledge of threefold encounter and her expectation to receive a
magical agent reflect Jones’s acknowledgement of traditional fairy tale pattern. Since
she receives no magical agent, her “liquidation of misfortune” does not take place if it
19

were not for her own magical power, namely, her ability to endow an inanimate object
with life by talking to it. Jones’s modification of Sophie’s encounter and ability
allows her characters to realize her dreams without the assistance of others.
In a traditional fairy tale, the hero’s journey is near the end when he is
“transferred, delivered, or led to the whereabouts of an object of search” (Propp 50).
However, Sophie’s journey begins after she enters Howl’s moving castle. Assuming
the role of a cleaning lady, she starts her new life there. The story ends with the defeat
of the villain, the Witch of the Waste, as stated in one of Propp’s functions (Propp 53).

政 治 大
55). The curse on Sophie is broken; she regains her youth once she breaks Howl’s
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The climax of the pattern is that “the initial misfortune or lack is liquidated” (Propp

Propp suggests, implies a marriage (Propp 63).
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However, this is an unconventional happy ending:
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Howl said, “I think we ought to live happily ever after,” and she thought
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he meant it. Sophie knew that living happily ever after with Howl would
be a good deal more eventful than any story made it sound, though she
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was determined to try. “It should
Howl.
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“And you’ll exploit me,” Sophie said.

“And then you’ll cut up all my suits to teach me,” said Howl. (Jones,
Howl’s 328)
David Rudd discusses this ending from the perspective of deconstruction. He argues
that, in this ending, “marriage per se isn’t mentioned at all, nor is love” (Rudd 260).4
However, I believe that Howl’s proposal that he and Sophie will “live happily ever
after” is a typical way to refer to marriage in a fairy tale. Similarly, Jones’s
4

Rudd also points out that “Howl’s words, ‘I think we ought to live happily ever after,’ sound more
like a resigned recognition that this is how such stories as theirs must come to an end in their closing
pages, even though it is not going to be like that in reality” (Rudd 260).
20

description of the couple’s “holding one another’s hands and smiling and smiling,
quite unable to stop” is merely another way to convey love, another elements in a
typical ending of fairy tale (Jones, Howl’s 329).
Jones’s way to convey the happy ending rhetoric, however, is rather
unconventional. Instead of talking about “happily ever after” as a narrator, Jones
makes her character (Howl) utter the must-say in this context. Rather than delivering
the sense of conclusion in this message, it on the contrary produces a sense of
uncertainty due to the over-certain words coming from a character. Regarding the

政 治 大
does not conclude the novel.” He means that the happy ending is not only between
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happy ending, Rudd also points out that “this exchange between Sophie and Howl

Howl and Sophie. Instead, the fire demon Calcifer is given the final words in this

“You didn’t need to do that,” Howl said.
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happy ending:
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“I don’t mind, as long as I can come and go,” Calcifer said. “Besides,
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it’s raining out there in Market Chipping.” (Jones, Howl’s 329)
Rudd sees a “ménage a trios” that leads to future development of the characters’
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C h 260). The happyUending seems to him among all of
relationship (in the sequel) (Rudd
engchi
the three characters, which may be considered another unconventional ending.

However, his claim, emphasizing the plot’s structure at the expense of its content, is
not convincing owing to the lack of evidence.
Rudd’s analysis does point out a significant feature of the novel: Jones reworks
its ending, turning it into a conclusion that does not conform to the conventional
happy ending in a fairy tale. Through the mouth of Sophie, Jones tells us that “living
happily ever after” is actually too good to be plausible. In the novel’s sequel, Castle in
the Air, Jones tells us more about the couple after their happy ending: “Sophie and
Howl were living—somewhat quarrelsomely, it must be confessed, although they
21

were said to be happiest that way—in the moving castle again” (297). This confirms
Sophie’s “prophecy” in the happy ending of Howl’s Moving Castle that living with
Howl would be “a good deal more eventful than any story made it sound” (Jones
328).
The happy ending in Howl’s Moving Castle, which presents a happy marriage
with uncertainty, indicates that the story will proceed to its sequel, Castle in the Air.
In this story, Sophie, Howl, and Calcifer will show up until the very end. They are
turned out to be the other characters which allude to the classical fairy tale, Arabian

政 治 大
With such exotic elements as a magic carpet, a genie, djinn, and the
立

Nights.

(protagonist’s) name of Abdullah, Castle in the Air clearly refers to Arabian Nights.
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Propp’s theory of morphology can be applied to Castle in the Air as well. The story
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concerns Abdullah’s daydream, in which he builds his castle in the air. He later finds
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out that all of his daydreams somehow come true. The djinn, major villain in this
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story, realizes Abdullah’s daydreams, thereby serving as the driving force of the plot.
One of Propp’s fairy tale functions states that a villain in a typical fairy tale “attempts
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to deceive his victim in order to take
or of his belongings” (Propp
h e n gofchim
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29). This feature certainly applies to the djinn, who disguises himself as a carpet

dealer and sells Abdullah a magic carpet. Abdullah buys the magic carpet, though
skeptically. Jones again modifies the conventional elements of the fairy tale. Unlike
the victim in a traditional fairy tale, who according to Propp would “submit to the
villain’s deception and unwittingly help his enemy,” Abdullah is alert to the deception
(Propp 30). He continues to suspect any tricks. Jones’s modification of her major
victim’s character endows the protagonist with depth, turning her fairy tale
protagonist into a more complex and wiser character and, arguably, a more interesting
victim.
22

Abdullah’s lack, one of the afore-mentioned functions according to Propp, is
included in his relatives’ admonition: “You should be married […] a young man like
you should have at least two wives by now!” (Jones, Castle 3). His desire to marry is
only aroused after his chance meeting with the princess Flower-in-the-Night, who is
all too soon snatched away under his nose by the djinn (the one that disguises himself
as a carpet dealer). Immediately he leaves home to rescue her: “the seeker agrees to or
decides upon counteraction” (Propp 38). As a seeker-hero, whose “departure…ha[s]
search as their goal” (Propp 39), Abdullah sets off his journey while escaping the

政 治 大
Like Sophie, Abdullah is tested during his journey and receives a magical agent.
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pursuit of the Sultan, father of Flower-in-the-Night.

Confronted by the bandit called Kabul Aqba (the villain in his daydreams and in fact
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the djinn), Abdullah is tested to inform him what is in the bottle. The other test occurs
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that he encounters a soldier. The soldier lures him to steal his money. Since Abdullah
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shows no interest to his money at all and even defends him from the robbers, the
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soldier turns to trust him and plans for his rescue (Jones, Castle 131).
Apart from the magical agents that Abdullah acquires in his journey, he is also
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endowed with a similar power
Abdullah’s use of language is
engchi U
particularly flowery. This is regarded as his personal characteristic, demonstrating

“multiple and elaborate forms of address which are often a travesty of the pragmatic
politeness principle” (Stephens 278). For example, he flatters his magic carpet to
make it fly faster or be invisible from others:
O elegant tapestry of enchantment […] O carpet compiled of most
complex cantrips, I pray you to move at a sedate speed toward Kingsbury,
but to exercise the great wisdom woven into your fabric to make sure that
we are not seen by anyone on the way. (Jones, Castle 182)
Though hyperbolic, his words “move” the carpet, functioning as magic power: “a
23

certain smugness spreads through the pile of this carpet. It held its tattered edges
proudly straight and sailed sweetly forward into the golden sunlight above the mist”
(Jones, Castle 182). Abdullah is aware of the magic power inherent in his use of
language. When he sees Sophie’s method of casting a spell by talking to the air, he
realizes that “it was not much different from his own way of persuading the carpet to
move” (Jones, Castle 220). Though a seemingly ordinary ability to flatter, Abdullah’s
use of language produces an effect similar to magic, helping him through the
adventures. This also shows that Jones places a strong emphasis on the importance of

政 治 大
After acquiring his or her magical agents, a fairy tale hero is delivered or led to
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language, a topic that I will discuss further later in this chapter.

the place where the object of his search is (Propp 50). The magic carpet takes
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Abdullah to the castle in the air, where Flower-in-the-Night is imprisoned. The “direct
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combat” in this story consists of a three-fold riddle game, a competition that would
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normally occur in a fairy tale between the hero and the villain (Propp 52). Abdullah
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wins the combat by figuring out the hidden life of the other djinn, thereby
“liquidating” the misfortune Jones’s fairy tale ends with Abdullah and
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Flower-in-the-Night’s marriage; theC
couple lives happily ever
h e n g c h i U after. In this novel,
Jones does not seem to modify as many fairy tale functions as in Howl’s Moving

Castle. However, not only does Jones modify the basic components of traditional
fairy tales but she also intentionally distorts the allusions to classical fairy tales.
Jones’s critical essay, “The Heroic Ideal: A Personal Odyssey,” reflects her
creative process, which shows her habit of applying her sources to her works. Jones
states that while she composed her Fire and Hemlock, another of her novels, she had
more than one source on her mind: “My head was awashed with myths and legends,
hundreds of them, and they all contribute” (135). By the same token, we can tell that
Jones had a number of fairytale allusions while she wrote Howl’s Moving Castle and
24

Castle in the Air. For examples, the three Hatter sisters (Sophie, Lettie, and Martha)
clearly allude to “Cinderella”:
This ought to have made Sophie and Lettie into Ugly Sisters, but in fact
all three girls grew up very pretty indeed, though Lettie was the one
everyone said was most beautiful. Fanny [their stepmother] treated all
three girls with the same kindness and did not favor Martha [Fanny’s
daughter] in the least. (Jones, Howl’s 1-2)
“Ugly Sisters” and Fanny the stepmother clearly allude to Cinderella’s two ugly
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“Cinderella,” Jones also subverts this expectation: unlike “Cinderella,” all three sisters
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sisters and her stepmother. However, despite the seemingly similar situation to

are very beautiful; and the stepmother treats Sophie and Lettie kindly. Furthermore,
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Jones playfully “nicknames” her character, alluding once again to fairy tale characters.
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For example, Howl is referred to as “Bluebeard” from Perrault’s Bluebeard’s Castle
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by the frightened Market Chipping villagers; Howl mocks Sophie Hatter with the
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reference to the “Mad Hatter” from Lewis Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland.5
Even though a number of sources contribute to Jones’s story, she emphasizes the
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principal ones. In Howl’s Moving
source is Lyman Frank Baum’s
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The Wonderful Wizard of Oz. There are prominent parallels between the two works.

For example, “the Witch of the Waste/West, the dog companion, the scarecrow, etc.”
(Mendlesohn XXVII). Howl/Oz and Sophie/Dorothy are even more distinct cross
references: “both Howl and Oz are notorious wizards about whom rumors abound”
(391), and both Sophie and Dorothy are heroines with independent and perseverant
characters. However, the analogues of the characters also allow for the difference in
each context. Although Sophie’s departure from home parallels Dorothy’s, Dorothy’s
5

Gili Bar-Hillel mentions that there are fragmented allusions from various fairytales in Howl’s Moving
Castle, like “Bluebeard’s Castle,” “Cinderella,” “The Giant’s Heart,” “The Sorcerer’s Apprentice” etc.
but without raising concrete examples from the above texts in his analysis.
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blue-and-white dress, as “the only spot of color in her grey surroundings,” contrasts
Sophie grey dress, as “the only patch of color in the multi-colored May Day
celebration of Market Chipping” (Mendlesohn XXVII).
Jones’s frequent allusion to classical fairy tales shows her “preference towards
finding new ways of telling stories and not merely retelling or dressing up old stories”
(Bar-Hillel 393). Using Howl as an example, Bar-Hillel explains that Jones’s
description of this character’s personality is inspired by various sources, yet she
neither retells the old story nor imitates or translates the original next. This

政 治 大
(Bar-Hillel 391). Indeed, she creates a highly personal style of storytelling by mixing
立
demonstrates Jones’s creation of “something new” from “the pieces of past texts”

and re-organizing her sources, a style that involves her dialogue with these sources.
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As Mendlesohn points out: “myths or legacy texts must first be seen as themselves
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[…] and then as dialogic, interacting with each other as well as with the reader in
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order to create not a route to origins but a route into something that is more than the
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sum of its parts” (XXV-XXVI). Jones does not merely allude to her sources. Rather,
Jones uses them as her foundation to accomplish her own style, thereby conducting a
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dialogic relationship to the sources.C
The sources thereforeU
h e n g c h i serve as a means to an end
rather than an end itself.

Jones’s allusion to fairy tale in Castle in the Air is not as diverse as in Howl’s
Moving Castle. Castle in the Air mainly alludes to “The Story of Aladdin; or, the
Wonderful Lamp” in Arabian Nights. Abdullah corresponds to Aladdin, and the genie
in the bottle to the lamp genie. Unlike the lamp genie, who obeys its master without
further ado and with no qualms (Mack 663), the genie in the bottle shows strong
discontent for being shut in the bottle; this genie also shows bitterness and hatred to
anyone making wishes. The genie “swore that they would always do as much harm as
possible” and distorts every single wish Abdullah makes (Jones, Castle 102). For
26

example, when Abdullah wishes to be invisible from his pursuers, the genie
maliciously turns him into a toad. To counter the genie’s malicious wish-granting,
Abdullah turns to make altruistic wishes. Besides, a wish given a day is a rule. Yet the
genie reluctantly allows Abdullah to use the next two days’ wishes in advance, so the
genie can be left alone in the next two days. The interaction between the genie and
Abdullah and the emotional give-and-take involved demonstrate Jones’s
humanization of the genie. Jones’s modification of the fairy tale allusion not only
makes the story more humorous, but it also creates depth for the genie, who is no
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What motivated Jones to modify or deviate from fairy tale convention? It may be
立

longer treated as “a daily wish in a bottle” but a human character (Castle 165).

related to her approach to conventions. She explains that she writes fantasy “because I
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was not able to believe in most people’s version of a normal life” (Mendlesohn
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XVII).6 Jones’s subversion of convention derives from her childhood reading. The
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fairy tale was a genre that Jones preferred. She read “all of Grimm” and “a certain
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amount of Hans Anderson.” The Arabian Nights was particularly her favorite because
of the more dominant role that its female characters play in the stories (Jones, “Heroic
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C h also attracted toU“Chaucer’s subversion of the hero
Ideal” 129). She was nevertheless
engchi
narrative” in Canterbury Tales (Mendlesohn XIX). She found the heroic ideal
“awfully banal and naïve and straightforward.” In Chaucer,
I found a man writing who was more subtle than Odysseus, playing with
the kind of narratives I had previously enjoyed, telling them in different
styles, delicately deflating the hero, altering the balance of the tale with
sophisticated touches. (Jones, “Heroic Ideal” 132)
Given Jones’s tendency to opt for abnormal versions of life in her writing and her

6

Also cited by Farah Mendlesohn and Nicolette Jones. See Farah Mendlesohn, Diana Wynne Jones:
Children’s Literature and the Fantastic Tradition, XVII.
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subverted idea to the heroic ideal, we can consider her deviation from the fairy tale
convention in Howl’s castle series the norm rather than an exception in her output.
Jones’s modification of Propp’s fairy tale functions and her allusions to classical
fairy tales do not prevent us from recognizing the prototypes of the tales in question.
However, Jones violates the writing style of a traditional fairy tale. This is especially
clear in her use of language. Before discussing Jones’s use of language, I will briefly
introduce the definition of the traditional fairy tale and how it relates to the new fairy
tale.

政 治 大
“new” (or innovative) fairy tale. The literary fairy tale is developed rather recently.
立

Strictly speaking, there is no fixed boundary between a traditional fairy tale and a

The literary fairy tale “did not really establish itself as a genre in Europe and later in
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North America until some new material and socio-cultural conditions provided
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fruitful ground for its formation” (Oxford Companion, Zipes xx).
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Most fairy tales come from oral tradition and were passed down by such
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compilers and early authors as the Grimm Brothers. These tales were constantly
modified (by, for example, compilers). What we regard as “traditional” fairy tale
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refers to a version that circulated most
acceptance of and
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familiarity with that particular version. Put another way, what determines a so-called
“traditional” fairy tale is not the chronology of its creation. Rather, the degree of its
circulation determines the degree of its conventionality (or “traditional-ness”).
Closely related to the traditional fairy tale is the “new” (or innovative) fairy tale.
A modified version of the traditional fairy tale, the new fairy tale exploits an
important potential of the literary fairy tale, which “allowed for new possibilities of
subversion in the written word and in print” (Oxford Companion, Zipes xx). As I will
show in this thesis, Jones’s Howl’s Moving Castle and Castle in the Air demonstrate
several important features of the new fairy tale.
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Such recent scholars as Max Lüthi and Tzvetan Todorov get into detailed
analysis of important features of the traditional and new fairy tales. Lüthi considers
certainty and precision to be the basic features of all European fairy tales: “there is no
‘if’ and no ‘perhaps,’ the three-legged stool unquestionably has three legs” (47-48).7
A fairy tale writer “prefers everything solid and clearly formed” (Lüthi 51). A castle
in a fairy tale, for example, contains a fixed shape. Fairy tale characters are usually
given no detailed description; their inner feelings and relationships are “outwardly
visible” (Lüthi 51). The concrete visibility may manifest in a ring delivered from a
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shapes but also with distinct colors. For instance Dorothy in The Wonderful Wizard of
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princess to a hero who rescues her. Such clearly formed objects go with not only clear

Oz wears a blue-and-white, checked dress; the same colors remain with her
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throughout the story. The typical style of a fairy tale often includes repetition and set
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numbers. Regarded as the basic style of a fairy tale, repetition is “the fairy tale’s own
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innate stylistic urge for rigidity of form” (Lüthi 53). It is related to certain set numbers,
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such as three, seven, twelve, or one hundred (Lüthi 53). Last but not the least,
last-second rescue is common in a fairy tale: the hero would show up at the crucial
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moment, which demonstrates
(Lüthi 56). To sum up, the
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style of the fairy tale is “clarity, exactness, positiveness, and precision. There is no ‘if’
and no ‘perhaps’” (Lüthi 57).8
The dominant style of certainty and clarity in the traditional fairy tale, however,
is turned upside down in Howl’s Moving Castle and Castle in the Air. Conforming to
the movement poststructuralism, Jones “subverts the foundation of language.” In her
works, the seeming certainty of meaning is turned into a play of indeterminacy
7

Max Lüthi, Once Upon a Time: On the Nature of Fairy Tales (Bloomington: Indiana University
Press, 1976).
8
The certainty and clarity does not extend to the issue of the single or multiple meanings of language
applied in fairy tales. However, the simple and repetitive styles of fairy tales are inferred in Lüthi
analysis of the dragon slayer tale that the complication on both story and language cannot be frequently
found in most of traditional fairy tales.
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(Abrams and Harpham 203). This play of meanings is achieved by the vacillation
between the literal and the metaphorical, an important feature in Tzvetan Todorov’s
structural analysis of the fantastic. This is what Todorov regards as the “hesitating”
allegory. While Todorov claims that “allegory is a proposition with a double
meaning” (62), the “hesitating” allegory—as he terms it—shows a play of
indeterminacy between literal and allegorical (or metaphorical) meanings.
“Hesitating” describes a reader’s hesitation between the two interpretations, namely,
his allegorical or literal reading. The presence of both readings consequently creates

政 治 大
In Howl’s Moving Castle and Castle in the Air, Jones creates a similar effect in
立

an effect of “hesitating” allegory.

her use of language. She vacillates between literal and metaphorical meanings, and
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this contributes to her deviation from the fairy tale genre. The vacillation mostly
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comes from idiomatic use of the English language, which is usually interpreted with
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metaphorical meanings only. In her novels, Jones would “question the value of
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metaphors” (Mendlesohn XV): she does not merely turn the metaphorical into the
literal. Rather, she makes multiple readings possible in the context of her narrative.
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Depending on the context, this creates
humor or confusion. In what
engchi
follows, I will start from the more trivial situations, which produce the effect of

humor. Then I will proceed with significant key terms that prevail the plot, terms that
cause confusion due to their multiple meanings.
Both Howl’s Moving Castle and Castle in the Air demonstrate the uncertainty of
meanings. In most cases, the uncertainty creates comical effect, and is immediately
dissolved. For example, in Howl’s Moving Castle, Sophie is greeted by a countryman
who calls her “Mother.” She reads the greeting literally, thereby responding with “I’m
not your mother, young man!” The shepherd clarifies that it is just “a manner of
speaking” and only meaning “a polite inquiry” (Jones, Howl’s 32). Similar examples
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recur several times throughout the story. When Sophie is exhausted on her way to
seeking her fortune, she says to herself that “the only fortune I can think of is a
comfortable chair!”—not the “fortune” that she intends to seek initially, as the chair is
by no means her future (Jones, Howl’s 33). Another example can be found in Howl’s
complaint that no one “spare time to say hello” to him when he returns home. Calcifer
takes it literally, responding that “I never do say hello” (Jones, Howl’s 147). Not until
Sophie asks “is something wrong” does Howl admit that what he wants is someone
who “shows polite interest” (Jones, Howl’s 148). Howl apparently wants attention.
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when Sophie tries to tell Michael that her sister Martha may not look the same as she
立
His complaint is only meant to be read metaphorically. A similar example occurs

does now; the spell she puts on herself will gradually wear. However, Michael agrees
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with her immediately that “people our age change all the time,” in a manner of
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speaking, as Sophie thinks in private (Jones, Howl’s 105).
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The comical elements deriving from such multiple meanings of language
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proceed in the conversations between Howl and Sophie. Howl frequently calls Sophie
Mrs. Nose (or Mrs. Longnose) because Sophie is nosy about his whereabouts. When
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Howl inquires her that if sheC
sticks her “long noseU
h e n g c h i out through it [the doorknob

black-side-down],” she replies with dignity: “Just my finger” (Jones, Howl’s 151).
After Howl moves his castle, Sophie attempts to go through a new entrance of the
castle door. Howl demands that “your long nose stays out of there until tomorrow”
(Jones, Howl’s 246). In both situations, Howl speaks metaphorically while Sophie
interprets his meaning literally. Yet, Howl does not always do so. For example, after
Sophie fails to blacken his name in front of the King, he mocks at himself: “my name
is very black” (Jones, Howl’s 201). When he claims that he is “dying from neglect up
here,” Calcifer comments that this is but a trick to catch other’s attention: “I don’t
think he’s dying” (Jones, Howl’s 208). A more complex example concerns the murder
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of Howl’s teacher Mrs. Pentstemmon by the Witch of the Waste. The witch kills
Pentstemmon, who refuses to reveal Howl’s whereabouts: “over my dead body!” As
she puts it to Sophie: “so I took her at her word” (Jones, Howl’s 194). In this example,
the metaphorical (“over my dead body!”) is maliciously distorted and taken for the
literal (“so I took her at her word.”).
The above-mentioned examples show Jones’s playful vacillation between the
two meanings. The intended meaning is both uttered by the characters and projected
to the reader. The vacillation therefore does not confuse the reader. Rather, it creates a
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between the two meanings further, which produces a sense of indeterminacy to her
立
humorous effect. However, Jones does not stop here. She explores the vacillation

characters and her readers.
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In Howl’s Moving Castle, Jones lays out the narrative from Sophie’s perspective.
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Therefore, we identify with Sophie, seeing the world through her eyes. It is revealed
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only later that things are more complicated than she thought. The story begins from
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Sophie’s fortune, but it turns into that she needs to break the contract between Howl
and Calcifer in exchange for her back to youth. The discovery of the contract between
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Howl and Calcifer is certainly important
like a detective
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story, in which she detects and deciphers the clues. The talk about “heart” and Howl’s
being “heartless” serve as a significant key that eventually unveils the plot.
Sophie’s sense of uncertainty regarding Howl is virtually an uncertainty about a
correct reading of the expression “heartless.” Before she enters Howl’s castle, she
heard rumors about Wizard Howl, who
…was known to amuse himself by collecting young girls and sucking the
souls from them. Or some people said he ate their hearts. He was an
utterly cold-blooded and heartless wizard and no young girl was safe
from him if he caught her on her own. (Jones, Howl’s 4) (emphasis mine)
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Like all her town folks, who understands the expression of “heartless” literally,
Sophie and her two sisters wonder “what use Wizard Howl found for all the souls he
collected” (Jones, Howl’s 4). A literal reading of this expression is possible, yet a
metaphorical reading is equally explicable. If we equate “heartless” with
“cold-blooded,” “heartless” would be a metaphor of Howl’s wicked behavior to
seduce girls. If we interpreted it metaphorically, “collecting young girls and sucking
the souls from them” and even “[that he] ate their hearts” could infer that he chases
after girls and wins or breaks their hearts, especially when the girl is easily seduced.

政 治 大
reading the narrative from Sophie’s perspective, we accept her literal reading of the
立
Howl’s “heartless” behaviors can thus be understood metaphorically. However,

expression, namely, that Howl is really “heartless.”
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Sophie is certain of her viewpoint of Howl. Therefore, she is not surprised at all
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when Calcifer complains to her that Howl exploits him:
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I’m forced to do most of the magic around here. I have to maintain the
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castle and keep it moving and do all the special effects that scare people
off, as well as anything else Howl wants. Howl’s quite heartless, you
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Sophie did not need telling that Howl was heartless. (Jones, Howl’s
45-46)
Calcifer’s conclusion that “Howl is quite heartless” is clearly meant to be read
metaphorically, judging from his complaints, while Sophie takes his complaints
literally. However, as the story progresses, we find that Calcifer’s description of
Howl’s being “heartless” includes double meanings: the description is to be read both
literally and metaphorically. Read metaphorically, Howl’s heartlessness refers to his
wicked behavior to girls. Read literally, the description refers to his true lack of heart,
which he gave to Calcifer, once a falling star:
33

He [Howl] chased me in seven-league boots. I was terrified of him. I was
terrified anyway, because when you fall you know you’re going to die.
I’d have done anything rather than die. When Howl offered to keep me
alive the way humans stay alive, I suggested a contract on the spot…I
was grateful, and Howl only offered because he was sorry for me. (Jones,
Howl’s 247)
This explains why Howl is virtually “heartless” and why Calcifer can use the
description either literally or metaphorically—sometimes both. The presence of both
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contract with Calcifer. Not all of Calcifer’s use of “heartless” contains both meanings
立
meanings depends on our understanding of the truth, namely, the terms of Howl’s

metaphorical meaning (Jones, Howl’s 71).
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Sophie’s literal reading of Howl’s heartlessness inspires her to look for girls’
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hearts (or souls) in Howl’s castle. She is convinced that Howl refuses to let her clean
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his bedroom, as “there was probably a bundle of souls or a box of chewed hearts
somewhere out here” in Howl’s room (Jones, Howl’s 75). Not until Sophie hears
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she realize her
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misinterpretation of the meaning of Howl’s heartlessness:

“What does Howl do to these poor females? I was told he ate their hearts
and took their souls away.”
Michael laughed uncomfortably. “[…] Howl sent me down there to
blacken his name when we first set up the castle. I—er—I said that sort
of thing. It’s what aunts usually say. It’s only true in a manner of
speaking.” (Jones, Howl’s 85) (emphasis mine)
Michael’s claim seems to reveal that the term “heartless” is only to be read
metaphorically (“only true in a manner of speaking.”). However, the metaphorical
34

meaning only applies so far as the rumor goes: Sophie discovers that Howl truly has
no heart because of his contract with Calcifer. Therefore, the meaning of “heartless”
vacillates between the literal and metaphorical. The vacillation between the two
meanings changes all the time, depending on the character’s particular perception as
well as the context.
Howl himself interprets the meaning of his heartlessness literally. When Sophie
asks him why he keeps dropping girls once they fall in love with him, he explains that:
“I brought it on myself by making a bargain some years ago, and I know I shall never
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meaning of heartlessness into its metaphorical meaning that without a heart he cannot
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be able to love anyone properly now” (Jones, Howl’s 215). He turns the literal

actually love someone properly. However, it is revealed in the end that he loves
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Sophie in his own way. Therefore, his literal reading of the expression is not true.
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Calcifer, who also knows the truth of Howl’s heartlessness, uses yet another
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expression with double meanings at the climax of the narrative. While Miss Angorian
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grabs Howl’s heart in her hands, Howl falls to the ground. She thinks he is pretending,
but Calcifer screams: “No, he’s not! [...] His heart’s really quite soft! Let go!” (Jones,
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Howl’s 321). In this context,CCalcifer remarks thatU
h e n g c h i Howl’s heart can be read both

literally and metaphorically. As Miss Angorian grabs Howl’s heart, Calcifer’s urgent
request to “let go” is meant to be read literally. Yet the metaphorical meaning also
makes sense if we take the conversation between Miss Angorian and Calcifer into
consideration. Miss Angorian accuses Howl of faking, but Calcifer tells her that Howl
is not faking since “his heart’s really quite soft!” His recollection of his contract with
Howl supports this statement: “Howl only offered [his heart to me] because he was
sorry for me” (Jones, Howl’s 247). If Howl was sorry for a falling star and sacrificed
his heart for it, his heart was certainly soft in a metaphorical way.
Sophie’s changing perception of Howl leads her—and the reader—into a deep
35

understanding of Howl. Howl is “heartless” for his wicked behaviors in both a literal
and metaphorical sense; he is literally “heartless” because of his contract with Calcifer.
However, the contract is built on his “soft heart,” which is contrary to a metaphorical
reading of his heartlessness. Through her vacillating perception between the literal
and the metaphorical, Sophie finds her fortune in Howl’s castle, where she marries
him and lives “happily ever after” with him.
The shifting nature of language continues in Castle in the Air, though in different
ways of demonstration. Although Jones demonstrates limited expressions with literal
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Castle in the Air, is in and of itself embedded with the two meanings. In the Oxford
立

and metaphorical meanings together, each serves the story well. The title of the novel,

English Dictionary, it is defined as a metaphorical expression: “n. visionary project or
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scheme, day-dream, idle fancy; to form castles in the air: to form unsubstantial or
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visionary projects” (castle, n. 11.). Daydream (or idle fancy) characterizes the
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protagonist, Abdullah, throughout this story, exactly. Abdullah does not care about
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the prophecy made at his birth, but creates his daydreams about his origin. He knows
clearly that “it was a complete castle in the air” (Jones, Castle 1). However, as the
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C h come true. It isUespecially projected by the
story progresses, his daydreams gradually
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cloud-made castle in the air he occasionally glimpses at several times; he even flies to
this real castle in the air, demonstrating both meanings of the same term. “Castle in
the air” becomes true literally and metaphorically.
The prophecy Abdullah ignores initially shows more ambiguous meanings
through the same sentence and multiple interpretations. According to Brian Attebery,
a prophecy usually plays an important role in myths and fairy tales:
In modern fantasy, typically, the fairy tale structure is not only present
but is highlighted by such narrative devices as prophecy and providence.
Prophecy says, in effect, ‘here’s the shape of the story you are about to
36

read’. It subordinates the characters to the roles they are to play.
(Attebery 82)
This is indeed the traditional function of the prophecy in most of the stories. However,
in her modern fairy tale Castle in the Air, Jones deviates from traditional functions of
fairy tale. The prophecy regarding Abdullah demonstrates the ambiguous nature of
language. This prophecy states that Abdullah “will be raised above all others in this
land” (Jones, Castle 50). The ambiguous statement keeps Abdullah wondering about
its meaning. Abdullah’s relatives read the prophecy metaphorically: Abdullah will get
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him to command the armies. However, when the Sultan threatens to impale Abdullah
立
a promising future—the Sultan will promote him by making him a vizier or inviting

on a forty-foot stake and let loose cultures to devour him, Abdullah finds another
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explanation of the prophecy. Indeed, “a forty-foot stake would raise him above all
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others in the land very nicely” (Jones, Castle 70), which will apply to his current
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situation. The literal interpretation, however, does not end here:
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He [Abdullah] thought of the prophecy about himself […] It could have
more than one meaning. In fact, it could already have come true, for had
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he not risen above everyone
on the magic carpet? Or
engchi U
perhaps it did refer to a forty-foot stake. (Jones, Castle 98)

Two rather than one literal reading of the prophecy are possible in this context. In
addition to the multiple interpretations, it is through Abdullah’s contemplation that the
reader sees the possibilities. Unlike Sophie, Abdullah is lost in the midst of multiple
meanings of the statement.
What is the significance of the various interpretations of the prophecy? For one
thing, different readings of the prophecy suggest different fulfillments of the
prediction regarding Abdullah’s future. Read metaphorically, “rising above all other”
refers to a brilliant future for Abdullah. If it means “flying on the magic carpet,” the
37

prophecy is already fulfilled, as Abdullah himself points out. If it refers to “a
forty-foot stake,” Abdullah’s future will be terrible. Each different interpretation leads
to a different future for Abdullah and, consequently, the conclusion of the story.
The situation roughly conforms to Todorov’s “hesitating allegory” for both the
protagonist and the reader hesitate to adopt a single interpretation. It is, however,
revealed in the end which ones are fulfilled. According to Abdullah’s interpretations,
at least two readings can be realized since the magic carpet has taken him above all
others, physically, and his fortune must be either good or bad. It is revealed that he
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Ingary, a position well above others. However, the other reading of the prophecy is
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and Flower-in-the-Night are appointed as Ambassador Extraordinary for the Realm of

not repudiated, either. While Howl invites the Sultan to the wedding with Abdullah,
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the furious sultan makes it clear that he “had a fifty-foot stake ready for Abdullah if
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he ever showed his face in Zanzib again” (Jones, Castle 295). This interpretation is
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therefore potentially feasible, even though the prophecy is not realized thus. Meant to
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function as “the shape of the story,” a prophecy in this context becomes instead a
device to confuse the readers with Jones’s ambiguous use of language.
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h e n g c h i U also applies to

Abdullah’s expression of his feelings. When Abdullah is assured that

Flower-in-the-Night still loves him, Jones describes his state of mind: “if the castle
had chanced to vanish at that moment, he [Abdullah] knew he could have walked on
the clouds beneath or, failing that, on air” (Castle 260). While “walking on air”
conveys Abdullah’s happiness in a metaphorical sense, he is also literally walking on
the clouds—or in the air—in this castle in the air. The other pun occurs in the riddle
game. When one of the two djinn says that “it’s amazing how no one can see what’s
under his own nose” (Jones, Castle 269), he hints at the answer: the life of the other
djinn is literally under his nose, as the ring is attached to his nose. The only reason
38

that no one guessed the answer is that everyone interpreted it metaphorically as “in
front of us.” The pun once again points to the vacillation of language, which stands
out in both novels: while we wonder about the intended meaning, the answer is
usually “right under our nose.” Our confusion derives from the assumption that only
one single interpretation is possible, while multiple meanings may apply.
Jones’s effort to blur the boundary between the metaphorical and the literal
contributes to her deviation from traditional fairy tales. Her vacillation of language
fills her fairy tales with uncertainty and ambiguity, both in terms of the use of
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great example. Near the end of Howl’s Moving Castle, the rescue plot also contradicts
立
language and the content of the story. The ambiguous ending of Castle in the Air is a

Lüthi’s claim of the last-second rescue: “Sophie turned eagerly, hoping it was Howl.
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But the black outline had only one leg. It was the scarecrow again” (Jones 314).
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Furthermore, she is already safe when Howl comes to rescue: “‘Typical!’ he said to
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Sophie. ‘I break my neck to get here, and I find you peacefully tidying up’” (Jones,
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Howl’s 315). Although it may be typical for Sophie’s personality to save herself, it is
really not typical that she is not rescued by Howl but to extricate herself on her own,
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ambiguous language as well as the subversive plot, Jones overturns clarity and
certainty, crucial principles of traditional fairy tales.
With her exploration of ambiguous meaning of language, Jones stands out as an
innovative writer of modern fairy tales. Most writers of modern fairy tales explore
certain aspects ignored by traditional fairy tales. For example, in The Bloody Chamber,
Angela Carter allows her female characters to stand out, demonstrating their mental
condition, which goes against the male-dominant world in traditional fairy tales.
Jones’s innovative style is reflected in her delicate use of language: although her
stories are mostly read as traditional fairy tales in terms of the plots, the terms are
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often disguised as details and actually bear ambiguous meanings. It is indeed in this
language aspect that tells Jones apart from others.
Jones’s deviation from traditional fairy tales—the modified functions, the
allusions, and the ambiguous meanings—makes us reconsider the genre of the fairy
tale. Jones transforms fairy tale genre into something innovative and postmodern. Her
“play of indeterminacy” applies not only to her writing style, but is also embodied in
the mobile image of the castle. Indeed, she projects this image in each group of
characters in her two novels. In Chapter Three, I will explore the castle image, from
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its conventional exterior and its function in traditional fairy tales, to the mobile castle
in Jones’s two novels.
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Chapter Three
From Reality to Fantasy: The Fluidity of Jones’s Castle

In traditional fairy tales, a castle serves as a most common backdrop wherever
the plot concerns a king, a queen, a prince, or a princess. However, regarded as
natural background, a fairytale castle is mostly considered to be unimportant, an
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“unessential detail” (Lüthi, Once 50). In “Sleeping Beauty,” the castle does not appear
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until the princess falls into her magic sleep. Disney’s adaptation of this fairy tale
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places stronger emphasis on the castle, turning it into an essential element in this
narrative. However, a castle tends to be taken for granted and not really analyzed in
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the context of a fairy tale.
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Jones’s Howl’s Moving Castle and Castle in the Air turn the castle into a
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fairy tales’ titles.1 A character rather than a backdrop, Howl’s castle displays fluidity
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both through its image and through the characters. I will start with a critical
assessment of the image of a traditional castle in terms of its function, exterior, and
symbol, as well as its representation in traditional fairy tales and Disney animations. I
will show how Jones deviates from the traditional image of a castle in both Howl’s
Moving Castle and Castle in the Air, and how this serves for the dramatic function of
her narrative. By projecting a sense of the fluidity of the castle, Jones’s novels
1

Jones’s Howl’s Castle trilogy includes the following novels: Howl’s Moving Castle (1986), Castle in
the Air (1990), and House of Many Ways (2008). The reason I only choose the first two novels to
explore in this thesis is that the castle distinguishes itself and displays different characters in each novel;
it also serves each story well. The moving castle still appears in the third sequel, but it lacks clear
features as it does compared to the first two. Therefore, my study particularly focusing on the castle is
enough in the reference to the first two novels.
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embody the double nature of language in visual terms.

I. The Image of a Traditional Castle
A fairytale castle’s shape can be traced to a castle in reality—and a castle’s function,
in particular. According to OED, a castle (château) refers to “a large building or set
of buildings fortified for defence against an enemy; a fortress, stronghold” (castle, n.
II. 3). A castle was built to defend its inhabitants from intruders; it is a “fortified
habitation” because “a place has to be inhabited to be defended” (King 1-2). A castle
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shrieval administration” (Ross 130). Though inhabitable, a castle’s structures “were
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also functioned to “protect the realm, as residences for the king, and as centers of

expressly for military use and were never designed for comfort. The attention of the
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builder was devoted almost entirely to defensive aspects” (Fry 11).
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Originally built during chaotic war times in the Middle Ages, a castle bore
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fundamental qualities in its architectural design: immovability and impregnability.
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Both qualities ensure the safety and a sense of security for its residence, as a castle
serves as the “refuge for the local population” (King 12). A castle should be
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immovable because it is built to “hold
the owner to control his
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land. Therefore, a castle usually includes a gate, a route, or a river surrounding it
(King 9). Compared to an ordinary house, a castle is impregnable. It is equipped
with a moat, drawbridges, thick walls, gatehouse, towers and crenellations (Pounds
297). Such exterior design projects a castle’s function to resist attack from the
outside effectively. The two qualities project the various functions of a castle and
determine its contour.
In addition to its practicality, a castle includes symbolic meanings. As D. J.
Cathcart King points out, “the principal reason…for possessing a castle was to
advertise one’s importance” (4). In the late Middle Ages, a castle symbolizes its
42

owner’s ambition:
Everyone strove for wealth, but above all for rank and status, and, as
rank without its outward symbols held little attraction, men also strove
for the marks which made rank visible […] the foremost symbol of
status was his castle. (Pounds 296)
A castle later became “an empty symbol…the object of ambition of every aspiring
member of the upper classes” when its military significance was reduced over time
(Pounds 297). Even the revival of castellated forms of structures in the nineteenth
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the established aristocracy; it [a castle] was a claim to be among the élite” (Pounds
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century did not alter a castle’s symbolic meaning: “‘new’ men became assimilated to

298). A symbol of power, a castle is frequently associated with powerful figures
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rather than merely royals.
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Not only is a castle considered to be a symbol of power in reality, but it also
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functions in similar ways in fairy tales. This is especially clear in Thousand and One
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Nights. In it, a palace is usually described as beautiful and fabulous and “contains
the centre of authority of the empire”:
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palaces is subjecting himself
h e n g c h i U to the absolute

power of the caliph, who can at his own discretion decide over life and
death. It is this combination of wealth and absolute power that
determines the connotation of the palaces […] and that establish them
as models for the symbolic meaning of palaces.” (Leeuwen 15)
Therefore, a palace symbolizes power because of its powerful owner, who is able to
hold control over others. It is worth noting that a palace functions similarly to a
castle since its owner must belong to the ruling class. A castle therefore embodies
power and authority.
Why does a castle appear so frequently in the fairy tale? How does a castle
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function in that context? To answer the questions, we should consider the function
of fairy tales first of all. Jack Zipes suggests that the magic in this literary genre
derives from people’s “wish-fulfillment and utopian projection” (Breaking 8). In a
fairy tale, the author creates “unfulfilled wishes in figurative form and project the
possibility for their fulfillment” (Zipes, Breaking 157). Bloch maintains that “the
world of the fairy tale contains a corrective”:
The utopian perspective becomes a critical, figurative reflection of
everyday banality and subverts the arbitrary use of reason that destroys
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autonomous makers of history […] the fairy tale shows the necessity for
立
and confines the capacity of people to move on their own as

restoring the concerns of society to where they belong—with the people
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[…] who imbued with the power to make decisions for themselves.
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(Zipes, Breaking 157)
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The world of fairy tale thus becomes a world where the characters determine their
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lives beyond the confines of “the arbitrary use of reason.” Put another way, an
ideological subversion creates the wish-fulfillment in the fairy tale. The Middle
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Ages—or rather, a “medieval/pseudo-medieval
impress”—become the source of this
engchi U
world of wish-fulfillment (Ziolkowski 8).

In the nineteenth century, “the Romantics turned to the Middle Ages in part out
of a wistfulness for a past that they imagined to be in some ways better and more
natural than the world in which they lived” (Ziolkowski 7). In this context,
medievalism emerged “as a reaction against increasing technology, mass production,
and the reconsideration of traditional values prompted by scientific discoveries”
(Simmons 3). Under the influence of German Romanticism, the Grimm Brothers
idealize the Middle Ages and consequently “instill a medieval atmosphere in their
fairy tales.” They “feel nostalgic about what they believed […] that the Middle Ages
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had represented” (Ziolkowski 23). This explains why fairy tale readers would regard
“once upon a time” as a rough equivalent to “in the Middle Ages” (Ziolkowski 23).
The nostalgia to the past is thus embedded in the fairy tale, in which “castles with
drawbridges, jousting knights and princesses locked up in towers” appear frequently
(Hoggenboezem 249).
A castle is a prominent feature in the fairy tale. The medieval setting in the
Grimm Brothers’ tale often includes a castle in the backdrop. Most fairy tales do not
describe the castle in great detail; the characters’ actions are what stand out. The
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Sleeping Beauty falls into her magic sleep
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castle in “Briar Rose” (also known as “Sleeping Beauty”) is an exception. When the

which spread over the whole castle […] round the castle a hedge of
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briar roses began to grow up. Every year it grew higher, till at last it
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surrounded the whole castle so that nothing could be seen of it, not even
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the flags on the roof. (Frederick 49-50)
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The detailed description of a castle in this tale derives from the need of the plot.
Because all characters fall into sleep, the description of the castle conveys the time
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The castle is in and of itself still unimportant even though it is singled out for
dramatic concerns. The situation is more complicated in Charles Perrault’s
“Bluebeard.” As Daphne Hoogenboezem points out, the word “château” (castle)
appeared in the French manuscript of this tale. However, it disappeared in the
printed edition. While a “château” could be read as either a “luxurious house” or a
“castle,” it is interpreted as a castle in this context (Hoogenboezem 269). In the
English translation, a castle only can be inferred when the two brothers entering
through the “gate” (of a castle) on horseback (Hoogenboezem 269). However, the
text is not the only medium for us to recognize a “castle”; the images that go with
45

the text provide another, even more vivid description of it.
Fairytale illustrations became increasingly important to writers as well as
readers. According to Zipes, presenting a fairy tale with the aid of images is “the
beginning of a major change” for the genre:
Though many fairy-tale books and collections were illustrated, and
some lavishly illustrated in the nineteenth century, the images were very
much in conformity with the text. The illustrators, mainly male, were
frequently anonymous and did not seem to count. Though the
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subservient to the text and rarely presented alternative ways to read or
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illustrations often enriched and deepened a tale, they were more

look at a text. However, they clearly began influencing the way readers
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imagined the characters and the scenes of the tales. (Enchanted Screen,
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Zipes 19-20)
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Although the image of a castle does not necessarily stand out in text, its pictorial
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occurrence in illustration guides the readers’ imagination through the tale. Even
though most fairytale illustrators are anonymous, Perrault is an exception, who
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Perrault gives his fairy tales “a
h etales.
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medieval touch by referring to old towers, tournament and knights” (Hoogenboezem
249). His illustrations for “Bluebeard” provide more information about “a medieval
castle with a tower, crenellated walls, a drawbridge and a moat” (Hoogenboezem
269). Hoogenboezem surmises Perrault’s involvement in the illustration:
Although the gouaches are not signed, it seems likely that Perrault was
involved in the design of the illustrations, as he paid much attention to
the production of the manuscript. It is also possible that Perrault made
the gouaches himself. Not only did Perrault have a professional interest
in art, he also had a private art collection and he drew for a hobby. (253)
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Perrault’s involvement in the design of the illustrations shows that he intends to tell
the story partly through the images. Showing a medieval castle in the background,
the illustrations clearly indicate that the story occurs in the Middle Ages, as shown
in the figures.2 The same applies to the Brothers Grimm’s tale “The Frog King, or
Iron Heinrich.” The illustration in the 1912 edition shows a castle looming in the
background, which “makes the assumption that these ‘old times’ were an idealized
Middle Ages” (Ziolkowski 23).3
Modern adaptations of the fairy tales similarly display a tint of medievalism.
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castle can be seen everywhere from the very beginning, from the walls, towers,
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This is especially clear in Walt Disney’s animations. In Sleeping Beauty, medieval

knights etc. It is particularly specified when King Stephen demands his son to marry
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Princess Aurora, Prince Phillip replies: “You are living in the past. This is the
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fourteenth century!...I’m marrying the girl I love” (emphasis mine).4 The Middle
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Ages, or rather Medievalism in the fairy tale adaptation in the modern age, are set
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clearly as the background.

Disney’s use of castle is especially impressive in his animations. He stated once
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these huge buildings—look
h e n g c h i U how big and powerful I am.
And they towered over people to impress people” (Dunlop 99). Indeed, the castles in
Disney’s animations appear to be powerful and magnificent:
As an eyrie, a romantic burg with its high towers soaring skywards,
menacing like Maleficent’s castle in Sleeping Beauty or promising bliss
in the happy ending of Snow White, the castle has dominated imagery of
2

The different illustrations for “Bluebeard” all show medieval castles in the background, despite
their different forms from different angles.
3
The application of illustration in fairy tales may be regarded as a precursor of animation, which will
be discussed in my chapter three.
4
Ziolkowski also points out that in Sleeping Beauty, “the title character protests…to her father that
‘this is the thirteenth century!’…the implication that Sleeping Beauty’s enchanted castle is medieval
would occur naturally to many readers” (23).
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Walt Disney’s films from the very beginning. (Girveau 232)
The domination of the castle in Disney’s films primarily conveys a symbolic
meaning, the realization of a dream. In Sleeping Beauty, King Stephen’s castle,
blocked with briar by Maleficent, is Prince Phillip’s goal to reach. As the song titled
“Once upon a Dream”, the castle, in which Princess Aurora sleeps, marks his dream
to be realized. Snow White’s castle occurs at the happy ending of the story.
Extremely splendid looking among the clouds in the last scene, it conveys a
promising future, a fulfillment of Snow White’s dream to unite with Prince
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in the end; a dream in which she meets her true love and lives with him happily.
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charming. The prince’s castle for Cinderella presents her dream, which comes true

This castle dominates the view from Cinderella’s attic window, a visual foil to her
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song: “…your wish shall come true.” This strategy recurs in Aladdin: when Aladdin
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pulls the curtain before going to bed, a magnificent Arabian palace is revealed, a
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manifestation of his dream to live in it. Through the connection between a castle and
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wish-fulfilled dreams, Disney establishes the tradition for modern people that a
castle should be equipped in fairy tales.
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its image becomes theUDisney’s emblem for the
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opening of each Disney film. The castles, however, do not come from nowhere but
are modeled after the castles in reality. They all share a storybook look and even
inspire Charles Perrault and the Brothers Grimm to write their tales:
The castle is literally plucked from storybook pages as the film unfolds.
The castle, though, was based on real “storybook” castles, among them
the Château of Ussé in France’s Loire valley, the compact and beautiful
castle that originally moved Charles Perrault to write his Sleeping
Beauty, and the Bavarian Black Forest castles, which were said to have
offered similar inspiration to the Brothers Grimm.” (Dunlop 99)
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Disney’s design of its castles derives from various sources, including Très Riches
Heures du Duc de Berry, a medieval calendar, and the “fairy-tale” castle,
Neuschwanstein (Girveau 232, 234). Each illustration represents a month in Très
Riches, and most of which present a magnificent castle in the background. The
“September” illustration particularly bears a strong resemblance to Disney’s
Sleeping Beauty castle: “The slender silhouette of Charles V’s Louvre, as painted by
Limbourg brothers at the beginning of the 15th century, can be recognized in the
castle in Snow White and definitely in that in Sleeping Beauty” (Girveau 232). The
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Neuschwanstein, a “dream-become-reality” castle (Krückmann 24). Following “the
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king of Bavaria Ludwig II—also known as “fairy-tale king”—created

tradition of medieval chivalry,” Ludwig II made the castle “perch imposingly on a
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steep rock outcrop,” looking “quintessentially medieval” (Krückmann 17, 13, 24).
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Like most medieval castles, Neuschwanstein functioned both as a fortress and a
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royal residence (Krückmann 13). The magnificent outward form of Neuschwanstein
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The mainstay of Disney’s
in its animations—the barn,
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the cottage, the castle—is believed to come from the nostalgia for “a romantic

Europe of a Nordic or Rhenish kind.” According to Bruno Girveau, Disney’s lament
for the demise of such ancient architecture, which was disrupted by industrial
development in the mid-twentieth century, became a driving force for his creation of
“a dream architecture.” Due to the nostalgia as well as the magnificent outward form
of Disney’s castle, the image of it appears to be the only castle in the mind of
modern people. Disney’s creation causes the reversal of influences and surpasses

5

The other influences include ink drawings by Victor Hugo, the watercolor Nocturnal Spires by
Edmund Dulac, and Laurence Olivier’s film of Henry V (1944) (Girveau 234).
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many of the former models he adopts: “when anyone today attempts to conjure up
the image of a castle, it is the one in Sleeping Beauty that comes to mind,
supplanting and effacing all its prestigious ancestors” (Girveau 235). Disney’s castle
impresses audience so much that modern people immediately connect a castle with
fairy tales. A castle is thus turned into, arguably, a prerequisite of a fairy tale.
Disney extends the role of a castle from its traditional functions in reality to its
symbolic meanings in the realm of fairy tale.
A castle as defense architecture in the past and symbolic background in the
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architecture seems to be developed to its extreme by Disney, it is still just a
立

contemporary forms the rough outline for its development. Although the castle

backdrop no matter where it appears.
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In British culture, “A man’s house is his castle” (or “an Englishman’s home is his

the Englishman has right to defend his home against unlawful entry by
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enforced—illegally—by troops of soldiers who billeted themselves in
private houses, demanding food, drink and shelter from the owners.
(Fry 12)
To Englishmen, a castle, referred to a man’s home, is to defend against outsiders.
Howl’s castle, however, displays a reversal of sorts to this remark. As David Rudd
points out, “Howl’s castle seems impenetrable, but really it is permeable, welcoming
anyone in need of shelter” (265). Sophie and Michael enter this castle when they are
in dire need for help. Even though Howl’s house is his castle, the building does not
function to turn away visitors. Rather, Howl’s castle is “overturned,” or “turned
50

inside-out” (Rudd 264). In what follows, I will focus on Jones’s Howl’s Moving
Castle and Castle in the Air, in terms of the unconventional nature of Howl’s castle
and its relation with the characters. I will also show how the parallel between the
castle and each group of characters contributes to Jones’s play of language.
Jones’s reference to a fantastic castle in the title of both novels—Howl’s
Moving Castle and Castle in the Air—points out the unconventional nature of
Wizard Howl’s castle. A traditional castle would not move because it is built to
defend its inhabitants, and immovability is the fundamental quality for this particular
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in which a feudal lord controlled the inhabitants in the surrounding areas. A
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purpose. In addition to its military function, a castle was the center of administration,

traditional castle’s immovability therefore ensures its lord to administer his people
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and shelter them during war times. To defend its inhabitants from attack, a castle
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should be impenetrable. The moving castle, however, is partially vulnerable:
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outside, it welcomes harmless people inside, especially those in hardship. Moving
around constantly and appearing less defensive, Howl’s moving castle violates the
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A tall black castle suddenly appeared on the hills above Market
Chipping, blowing clouds of black smoke from its four tall, thin turrets
[…] the castle did not stay in the same place. Sometimes it was a tall
black smudge on the moors to the northwest, sometimes it reared above
the rocks to the east, and sometimes it came right downhill to sit in the
heather only just beyond the last farm to the north. You could see it
actually moving sometimes, with smoke pouring out from the turrets in
dirty gray gusts. (Jones 3)
A traditional castle symbolizes the owner’s superior status, his authority, and
51

power. The castle in fairy tales even embodies a dream coming true. However,
Howl’s castle reflects the negative aspect of a medieval castle. As the feudal lords
use their castles to imprison villagers and country people without trial, the castles
were “loathed even more by the ordinary people to whom they represented terror
and violence” (Fry 15). The terror resonates in Howl’s Moving Castle, the opening
of which shows their fear the castle invokes from the town folks of Chipping.
Because of Howl’s wicked behavior to girls and his notorious reputation, the
villagers regard the castle as equal as wicked Wizard Howl and call him
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castle moves around Chipping, people fear that it may “come right down into the
立
“bluebeard,” which registers the terror induced by the castle’s owner. While the

valley before long, and the Mayor talked of sending to the King for help” (Jones 3).
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The castle also frightens Sophie while it shoots out blue flames above the town on
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May Day (Jones 14). Howl’s castle therefore does not symbolize status, authority, or
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power. It is indeed nothing but the source of terror for the onlookers. Although it is
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revealed later that to Howl the acts, including moving and shooting flames, are
meant to “impress everyone with my power and wickedness,” it is not the power
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Howl’s castle not only appears unique in terms of its basic features and
symbolic meaning, but it is also “built” unconventionally. It reflects and manifests
the close connection between Howl and his fire demon Calcifer. A product of
fantasy, Howl’s castle is created by magic rather than built (in a normal way). It is
invented by Howl and Calcifer, who is responsible for keeping it working. This is
how this castle differs from a typical fairytale castle. Controlled by Calcifer, Howl’s
castle bears “human” features. It embodies Calcifer the character, who is responsible
for its constant movement. Jones describes that the castle “sit[s] in the heather” or
“shed[s] anxious puffs of smoke from all four turrets” (Jones 3, 116). When Calcifer
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is in danger, the castle stops moving. Therefore, Calcifer can be equated with the
castle building: it is not merely a “castle” but a character who can express emotions
or act like a living being.
Howl, the owner of the castle, has connections with Calcifer, which creates a
complex triangular relationship between Howl, Calcifer, and the castle. The bond
derives from Howl’s contract with Calcifer. Originally a shooting star, Calcifer
agreed to a contract proposed by Howl: Howl gave Calcifer his heart to sustain its
life. In return, Calcifer strengthens Howl’s magic power. Calcifer thus owns Howl’s
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knows everything Howl knows; no one understands Howl better than Calcifer.
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heart, becoming part of him. We can even argue that Calcifer is Howl, as Calcifer

Michael states once that Howl “goes by Calcifer” (Jones 76), who can detect the
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intention of whoever that wishes to enter the castle and determine whether to allow
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an entry or not. Once Calcifer lets somebody in, Howl accepts the visitor without
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suspecting him or her. Sophie thus recognizes that “only people who understood
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Calcifer were really welcome in Howl’s house,” as Sophie points out (Jones 266).
Take Michael as an example. Howl lets him indoor while he, as an orphan, can go
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him. He talked to Calcifer
h e n g c h i U at that time and it was quite
nice to him so that Michael thinks Howl was impressed by it so as to let him stay

(Jones 132). Similarly, how Calcifer feels applies to Howl: when the antagonist Miss
Angorian grips Calcifer, Howl also feels the pain and screams along with Calcifer
(Jones 321).
Since Calcifer controls the castle, the castle—the exterior and interior—reflects
Howl’s personality. Although the castle looks gigantic, the castle has only two
stories: “just Howl’s old house in Porthaven, which is the only real part” (Jones 59).
Its interior by no means corresponds to its exterior in terms of size. Since the real
part of the castle is small, the remaining space is illusory. Like the rumors about
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Howl the wicked wizard, the illusory size and appearance of the castle serve to scare
people away. Its ugly and huge exterior symbolizes Howl’s notorious reputation,
while the friendly entry opened for people in need reflects Howl’s positive
personality. He is kind, patient, and polite to the poor. Like “the only real part” of
the castle, in which, though small, Howl’s true character hides in the horrible and
ugly-looking castle (Jones 59).
The castle’s door as well as the castle’s changing outlook, which leads to four
different places, reflects Howl’s vanity. The square, wooden knob of the door is
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different entrances and places. The variety of color corresponds to Howl’s clothes
立
“with a dab of paint on each of its four sides” (Jones 59); each color represents

and hair. Throughout the story, he changes into attires of various colors to attract
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girls’ attention, and he dyes his hair to match his clothes. Besides, viewed from the
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four different places, where the door leads, Howl’s castle changes its appearance.
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The changing appearance of the castle matches Howl’s different identities in each of
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the four places. For example, through the black entrance, the castle looks like “a
house of yellow brick with large windows” (Jones 155). Through the red entrance to
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castle door
is] a big, arched
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gateway surrounding a small black door. The rest of the castle seemed to be a blank
stretch of plastered wall between two carved stone houses” (Jones 174). Howl’s
identity changes in each of the four locales: “he loves giving false names and posing
as things […] he’s Sorcerer Jenkin in Porthaven, and Wizard Pendragon in
Kingsbury, as well as Horrible Howl in the castle […] ” (Jones 86). Like the scary
appearance of the castle and his reputation as a wicked wizard, Howl’s changing
identity allows him to be constantly in disguise.
The castle’s mobility in space further reflects the shifting of identities by
various characters in Howl’s Moving Castle. Transformed from a girl to an old
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woman, the protagonist Sophie is viewed as a different person by those who knew
her. As an old woman, her identity keeps shifting during her stay in the moving
castle. She is “Mrs. Witch in Porthaven and Madam Sorceress in Kingsbury” (Jones
69). She becomes Howl’s old mother to meet Howl’s teacher Mrs. Pentstemmon and
then to the king to blacken Howl’s name. After moving house, she becomes known
as Aunt Jenkins (Howl’s another identity in Chipping town) in the flower shop.
Similar identity shift also occurs to Sophie’s sisters. Lettie and Martha exchange
their identities to take over each other’s future. They become each other by casting
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Howl’s magical objects, can change one who wears it into the other person. In
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spells but recover their original appearances gradually. The disguise cloak, one of

Howl’s battle with the Witch of the Waste, both characters conjure up various
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monsters, which serve as their camouflage. The castle visually reveals the general
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feature of the characters. Like the castle’s mobility, the characters keep shifting their
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identity. While moving constantly, the castle remains a castle; though changing
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constantly, the characters remain their roles in this story. The mobility—both
physical movement of the castle and the characters’ shift of identity—is the message
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through the title Howl’s
h e n g c h i UMoving Castle.

The floating castle in Castle in the Air includes none of a traditional castle’s

basic features: neither is it solid, nor is it built to defend its inhabitants. The castle in
the air, however, is not solid enough for defense. Made of clouds, it is not of solid
basis, in the first place. Yet its position high above the clouds makes the issue of
security a non-issue. Accommodating a great number of captured princesses from
various countries, this castle functions as a harem. Such a function refers to such
stories as “Hasan of Basra” from Thousand and One Nights. As Richard van
Leeuwen points out, “castles inhabited only by women represent a special category
[…] The castle […] is not meant to function as a stronghold, but as a place of exile
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and segregation.” The castle in the air therefore symbolizes “patriarchal authority,”
just like the father imprisons his daughters in the castle in “Hasan of Basra”
(Leeuwen 16). The princesses in Castle in the Air are imprisoned by djinn, who
intends to marry them all. His “patriarchy authority” resembles that in Thousand and
One Nights.6 The castle’s inaccessible location enables it to function as a place of
segregation.
The floating castle in essence bears no physical feature. It maintains none but
the shape of a castle. Its configuration changes constantly, as the castle is made of
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clouds. The protagonist Abdullah repeatedly mistakes it as “another castle” due to
its changing appearances:
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There, on the nearest cloudy headland, stood a castle, a mass of proud,
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soaring towers with dim silvery windows showing in them. It was made
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of cloud. As they [Abdullah and Sophie] looked, several of the taller
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shrank and broadened. Under their eyes, it grew like a blot into a

massive frowning fortress and then began to change again. But it was
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We see how any part of this castle, be it a tower or a turret, can vanish and transform
into what appears to be “another castle.” Its initially common form is changed into a
luxurious Arabian palace with the features like “domes” and “a dim gold minaret”
(Jones 223). Whatever shapes it changes into, though, the castle remains in the same
location. This immobility differs from Howl’s moving castle. Yet the changing
configuration extends the degree of the mobility—as Howl’s moving castle does—to

6

Although the castle implies the symbol of “patriarchal authority,” Jones overturns it by housing a
group of strong-minded princesses who plan their escape by outwitting the djinn, who holds the
authority in the floating castle. The similar reversal is also happened in Howl’s Moving Castle, as
discussed by David Rudd (259).
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the fluidity, which completely transforms the “castle” in essence.
Compared with Howl’s moving castle, the interior of the castle in the air
changes constantly. Its garden remains unchanged, but the surrounding parts are
changed and enlarged constantly. For example, the fountain appears to be “crystal or
possibly chrysolite”; later it is turned to “gold, glinting wine dark with rubies”
(Jones 226). The size of the interior is increased radically: the main room is blown
up into a big hall; the broom cupboard turns into a large and well-lit room; a tiny
alcove becomes a wardrobe for princesses. Recognizing that the castle in the air is in
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up like a balloon” (Jones 228).
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fact Howl’s moving castle, Sophie claims that “They [the djinn] must have blown it

The castle in the air is closely related to Abdullah’s daydreams. It appears in
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different shapes, thus mistaken as different castles throughout his adventures. Since
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his daydreams dominate his adventures, the castle symbolizes and manifests his
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castle. The castle in the air projects Abdullah’s daydreams, in which he is a prince,
living in a castle. The djinn mock him by turning his daydreams to reality, producing
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this castle in the air. As Abdullah
my dreams came true, not only
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the pleasant ones” (Jones 284), the difference between Disney’s and Jones’s castles
is revealed. Unlike the castles in Disney’s animations, which symbolize the
realization of the characters’ dream, the castle in the air reflects Jones’s humorous
take of the fulfillment of a daydream. Different from the fulfillment of the only
pleasant dreams manifested by Disney’s castle, Jones’s castle embodies Abdullah’s
desire deep in his mind:
In Castle in the Air even Abdullah’s most far-fetched fantasies are
given substantial form, much to his discomfort and embarrassment.
These embodiments are not just part of the comic effect, but through
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that effect also function as a comment on the production of fantasy,
especially as it transforms the familiar into fantastic forms and gives
overt expression to deep human desires. (Stephens 276)
The fantastic form and the expression are conveyed through the castle in the air.
Besides, Abdullah’s transformation is also embodied by the transformation of the
castle, which finally comes down to the earth: it becomes smaller and smaller while
it descends from the air; its magnificent but illusory interior returns to its plainer,
more practical original. Like the castle’s transformation, Abdullah transforms from a
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daydreaming obsessed to a practical man: he takes actions to rescue his beloved
Flower-in-the-Night.
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Symbolizing Abdullah’s transformation, the fluidity of the castle also mirrors
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other characters’ changes. In Howl’s Moving Castle, the characters merely change
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their identities, just as the moving castle changes from place to place. In Castle in
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the Air, the characters change into completely different characters, like the castle,
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which is turned into “another” different castle(s) in appearance and configuration.
Howl, Sophie, and Calcifer, the main characters in Howl’s Moving Castle appear as
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Air. Eventually, they resume
h e n g c h i U their identities.

Howl is revealed to be a genie in a bottle; its flexible shape as smoke demonstrates
its fluidity. Transformed into a cat, Sophie can enlarge herself; her fluidity manifests
in terms of her physical shape. Calcifer, a flame like an upside-down teardrop, is
interwoven into the shape of a carpet and becomes the magic carpet; the fluidity is
suggested both on its original teardrop shape and its malleability as a magic carpet.
Not moving and without a fixed shape, the castle in the air is constantly mistaken as
a different castle. The fluid nature of the characters therefore echoes the fluidity of
the castle.
Jones deviates from the fundamental elements of a traditional castle, which is
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solid for defense and fixed to a place, to display the fluid qualities of a castle in
every aspect. The mobile qualities of the castle are further projected on Howl and
the other characters. Similarly, the fluid quality of the cloud-made castle resonates
with the fluidity of the characters’ identities and shapes. The double parallel conveys
a strong sense of mobility and fluidity, which is also the theme of Howl’s Moving
Castle and Castle in the Air. The mobility and fluidity of the castle echo the
uncertainty and ambiguity in language. Howl’s castle moves around, constantly
changing its location. The mobility parallels to the literal meaning in language: the
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changes its configuration. The fluidity parallels the metaphorical meaning in
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castle literally changes its location in the same dimension. The castle in the air

language: the castle changes its structure, appearing as different castles. It is like a
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metaphor which conveys meanings different from the literal words. The image of
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the castle in each context displays the double nature of language. Along with the
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characters in each novel, each castle’s image and the vacillation of
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language—between the literal and the metaphorical—form a complex threefold
parallel. The threefold parallel reveals the bigger picture of Jones’s idea, namely,
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levels: a castle withoutUgravity visually projects the
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vacillation between the literal and the metaphorical. Rudd’s deconstructionist

argument about language applies to the mobile and fluid castle well: “the meanings
and referents of language are never stable, but ever shifting”; “what we think of as
solid ground is always prone to dissolution” (257).
Jones’s revolutionary presentation of the fluid castle as well as language in
fairy tale genre is further developed in Hayao Miyazaki’s adaptation of Howl’s
Moving Castle. In the next chapter, I will focus on this anime, exploring how
Miyazaki creates a grotesque image of Howl’s moving castle, and how this approach
reflects the influence of postmodernism.
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Chapter Four
“You call this a castle?”: The Metamorphosis of the Castle

Published as early as 1986, Jones’s Howl’s Moving Castle remained relatively
unknown until Hayao Miyazaki’s adaptation appeared in 2004. This is especially
true in Asia, where most audience learned of Jones’s novel only after having
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watched the Anime. This phenomenon suggests the impact of Miyazaki’s adaptation,
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as well as Miyazaki’s huge influence on the film industry in Japan and Asia. In what
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follows, I will offer a quick overview of the evolution of fairy tale film. Then, I will
proceed with a close analysis of Miyazaki’s presentation of Howl’s castle, especially
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its grotesque appearance and development. Like the characters who match the
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also expands on Jones’s idea of fluidity, thereby making the castle and the characters
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metamorphose through different stages of the plot.

The pictorial presentation of fairy tale started from the nineteenth century and
in the work of Charles Perrault, in particular. Daphne M. Hoogenboezem points out
the significance of the illustrations, which Perrault created and added to his
manuscripts of fairy tales: “these illustrations are the starting point for three
centuries of fairy tale imagery” (250). Guiding the readers’ imagination, illustrations
in the fairy tale gradually turn a text-oriented tale into an iconographic presentation
of the same story. This particular mode of presentation is further emphasized in the
twentieth-century film industry, which has brought about a revolution of the fairytale
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genre. A pioneer of fairytale film, Georges Méliès plays “the pivotal role in the
evolution of the fairy tale from the oral to the literary to film” (Zipes, Enchanted
Screen 47). He incorporates the ridiculous into his film to “parody the classic
structure and contents of the fairy tale” (Ibid 31). Short animated comic film—also
known as cartoon—prospered in the 1930s and 1940s. Walt Disney animations, which
appeared during this period, represent the standard approach to fairy tales.1 In the
1940s and 1950s, cartoons on TV became popular until “the rise of
computer-animated cartoons in the 1990s,” known as animation (Ibid 54). Instead of
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promotes “the technical inventions of the animators” to capture the audience’s
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using the story itself as the major source to appeal to the audience, fairytale animation

imagination. The animated fairytale film is therefore produced primarily “for the sake
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Even though Disney’s fairytale films dominates the American market, European
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filmmakers in the late twentieth- and
centuries have experimented
h etwenty-first
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on different approaches to the genre. For example, some feature themes like “war,

fascism, totalitarianism, resistance, and hope” (Ibid 102). In Japan, the first director of
fairytale animation, Taiji Yabushita, “orientalize[s] Disney aesthetics” to “become
independent from the Disney model.” Yabushita’s work was an important source of
inspiration for Hayao Miyazaki (Ibid 105). According to Zipes, two of Miyazaki’s
Animes—Spirited Away (2001) and Ponyo (2008)—are adapted from fairy tales,
1

According to Jack Zipes, there are three tendencies of the appropriation of the fairy tale in the 1920s.
A carnivalesque approach is to “ridicule and play with the conventional forms and ideologies of the
tales” by endowing them with new meanings. A conservative approach keeps the original meanings of
the tales attempts to “show off the technological talents of the animators.” The experimental approach
employs different materials to explore technological inventions rather than expressing explicit
statement to society (Enchanted Screen 53).
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respectively based on various Japanese folklores and loosely adapted “The Little
Mermaid” by Hans Christian Andersen. Howl’s Moving Castle (2004), an example
Zipes does not discuss, is also a loose adaptation of European fairy tales.
In Miyazaki’s anime, a distinctive deviation from Jones’s plotline stands out. The
plot difference contributes significantly to Miyazaki’s unique portrayal of Howl’s
castle. Beginning from Sophie’s transformation and fortune-seeking journey, the film
starts similarly with the original story, while it diverges from it with the war subplot,
which is nearly nowhere to be found in Jones’s original. Matt Kimmich ascribes the
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several of Miyazaki’s works, such as Princess Mononoke, Castles in the Sky, and
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added war plot to the director’s different intention. Indeed, war plot can be found in

Porco Rosso due to his growing background in WWII. With the war plot, Howl’s
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castle not only shows the same theme as his former works do but also functions
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significantly in the transformation of the moving castle.
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However differently the story is adapted, the moving castle remains in an equally
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important position. Several reviewers describe Howl’s castle as grotesque. For
example, Dani Cavallaro describes the castle as “a mobile ensemble of puffing and
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foot-bridges, miniature cottages, peculiar
h erickety
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turrets, wheels, cogs, concealed staircases, prehistoric wings, bird-like feet and an
irreverently lolling tongue” (167). Anita Burkan comments on its appearance as
follows:
The moving castle stalking over the foothills on mechanical chicken legs,
the creaks and groans as the towers and oddments shift, the hiss and clang
and roar of the engines and flywheels spinning, the steam and smoke
billowing, the gun-turret iguana eyes and boat-like mouth riding in front,
with the steps and front door trailing behind like a stubby tail. (553-54)
This peculiar exterior of the castle is often linked with the idea of metamorphosis:
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Miyazaki’s latest film remains true to the animator’s abiding fascination
with radical metamorphoses…One of the most dazzling of the film’s
many creations, the castle is like something out of Monty Python via
Hieronymus Bosch: a massive tangle of mini-cottages, smokestacks, cogs,
wheels, turrets and prehistoric wings, carried aloft by huge bird-like feet.
(David 47)
Not only does “grotesque” offer a vivid description of the castle’s physical appearance,
but it also conveys the meaning of it. As Lee Byron Jennings points out, “the term
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true in Miyazaki’s Howl’s Moving Castle.
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‘grotesque’ has most meaning when applied to visual images” (22). This is especially

The definition of “grotesque” is as ambiguous as it is unanimous. The term
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denotes different emotional responses to different viewers. The grotesque is
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characterized with the castle’s physical transformation, a striking feature of the castle
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or, more precisely, its metamorphosis. In Miyazaki’s anime, Howl’s castle involves
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distinctive features of a grotesque figure. Including both organic (animate) and
mechanical (or inanimate) elements, the castle looks more like a living creature that
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eyes and a square-shaped mouth with teeth. Its sides include features that look like

either fins or wings. In addition to these animal features, the castle contains various
robotic elements: on the top of it, there are semicircles with two holes, which look
like a man’s upper head. Such hybrid appearance exemplifies few traces of a
traditional castle. Indeed, Howl’s castle presents nothing short of an exotic spectacle.
Jennings provides a detailed description of distortion, a form similar to
metamorphosis. According to Jennings, distortion is a “negative term,” a “new form”
that “reflects or suggests the old one…it implies that the new form is in some way less
desirable than the old one […] a progression from the beautiful to the ugly” (8). In
64

Miyazaki’s anime, Howl’s castle is indeed a distortion. The word “castle” usually
brings us the conventional image of a fortress, the architecture of which is determined
by its practical function, namely, a stronghold that defends its residents. However,
Howl’s monster-like castle goes without turrets, towers, bow-and-arrow-slit windows,
conventional features of a typical castle. The distorted elements contribute to the
castle’s grotesque feature, “a union of disparate parts from the animal, vegetable, and
mineral kingdom or from the worlds of man and beasts.” As Jennings suggests, the
distortion presents a recombination, a “union of disparate parts” that merges the alien
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The metamorphosis of Howl’s castle in the Miyazaki’s anime resonates with the
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into the familiar (9).

idea of fluidity in Jones’s novel. Scholars notice some common features in Miyazaki’s
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animes: “Miyazaki emphasizes movement […] Miyazaki’s characters are often
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dramatically mobile ones” (Denison 289). Created as a character by Miyazaki, Howl’s
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castle moves constantly. Its mobility reflects not only in its physical movement but
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also in its action: though bearing some features of a castle (e.g., turrets), the castle
behaves more like a creature rather than a building. Its unusual appearance imitates
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animals’ facial features: “ForCall its mechanical elements,
h e n g c h i U it seems strangely organic
and alive, which is emphasized by its resemblance to a grotesque face of sorts,

complete with eyes, mouth, teeth, and tongue” (Kimmich 128). Such exotic, grotesque
features suggest a fluid quality of the castle. Since it has visually departed from the
moving castle in Jones’s text, its metamorphosis further demonstrates the radical
fluidity, in which Miyazaki’s idea of mobility coincidentally echoes Jones’s idea of
fluidity.
Miyazaki further emphasizes the mobile quality of the castle by constantly
displaying its impressive motion. From the beginning of the film, he vividly displays
its metamorphosis. The castle emerges into the screen from thick fog, making great
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noises and emitting smoke. The shot focuses on its bird-like legs, showing how it
moves, precisely. At the first glance, we sense that the castle is a character, a moving
creature, which is originally intended by Miyazaki. While the fog gradually dissipates,
we see the overview of this “creature” walking slowly on the foothill. The next shot
shows the title of the film, Howl’s Moving Castle, which explains that this moving
“creature” is a castle and even the “protagonist” of the anime. Miyazaki’s visual
introduction of Howl’s castle stresses its mobility. Its grotesque appearance further
stresses its role as a real character rather than a passive backdrop.
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it even stretches itself. This motion presents an overview of its grotesque appearance,
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When the castle moves (or walks) toward Sophie, who watches in awe and terror,

on which Sophie comments: “What is this? You call this a castle?”2 During Sophie’s
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comically thorough cleaning of the castle, the shot moves from her protruding head
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through one of the windows to the entire castle. We see the castle now is “walking” on
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the rocky edge of a mountain. For the first time, Miyazaki shows the castle’s
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grotesque features under sunshine. Its front reveals facial features, while its “wings”
are in the back, and smoking “towers,” on the top. When the castle reaches the bank
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castle appears as a living
engchi
creature.

Besides making Howl’s castle “behave” unlike a castle, Miyazaki “deconstructs”
it. Throughout the film, the castle occurs frequently and goes over a series of
transformation. In the beginning, it is Howl’s castle. Then it turns into Sophie’s castle.
It ends up being Howl and Sophie’s castle. However, the changing ownership does not
form the core of the castle’s transformation. Rather, the war-related subplot
determines it:
The castle […] changes shape several times in response to explosions and
2

Translation mine. 「這是什麼？這也叫城堡？」
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reassemblies caused by diverse incidents, at one point being reduced to a
raft-like platform, yet regaining its full bulk at the end with the addition
of vegetation. (Cavallaro 167)
The war causes explosions which turn the castle into a ruin. To save Howl, Sophie
abandons the ruined castle and reconstructs it to come to Howl’s aid. The castle
collapses while it lacks Calcifer’s support; with Sophie’s hair as a source of power for
Calcifer, the castle is rebuilt and moving again. In its simplified form and smaller size,
the castle nevertheless maintains its “facial” features and mechanical legs. In the end,
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on the edge of the mountain. When Sophie successfully breaks the contract between
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the castle amounts to no more than a board with two mechanical legs, which still walk

Howl and Calcifer, the last piece of the castle collapses. In the happy ending of the
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film, the castle not only roughly recovers its original, grotesque form, added with
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spatially deconstructs the castle and transforms it.
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green trees, but also flies in the sky with its “wings” flapping. This way, Miyazaki
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The physical transformation of the castle roughly reflects the development of the
plot. Miyazaki not only offers extensive visual display for the castle, but he also
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revolves the plot around it. The
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of that. The interior of the castle also undergoes radical transformation in the course
of the narrative. In Jones’s novel, the castle is described, through Sophie’s eyes, as
follows:
It felt as if the whole room turned with them […] Sophie felt as if their
piece of the world had come loose and was swinging and jigging round in
a circle, sickeningly […] The room rocked and settled […] The castle
room seemed to wriggle itself into place inside the parlor, pushing it out
here, pulling it in there, bringing the ceiling down to match its own
beamed ceiling, until the two melted together and became the castle room
67

again. (244-45)
Miyazaki’s treatment of the scene matches Jones’s description here closely. The
change brings in new windows, new rooms, new furniture, new toilet room, and lower
ceiling. As Jones said, the spaces of the new and the old worlds melt together. The
spatial metamorphosis symbolizes Sophie’s new affiliation to Howl’s castle. In the
“new” castle, Howl creates additional space for her. This matches the castle’s
development, of which is turned later into Sophie’s castle. From the changing
ownership of the castle, we see how the transformation of the castle reflects and
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enhances the plot development. The spatial and metaphorical transformation of the
castle endows it with a new identity.
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Compared to the visual spectacle of Howl’s castle in Miyazaki’s adaptation,
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Jones’s description in the original is both simpler and more vague. The castle looks
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“tall and thin and heavy and ugly and very sinister indeed” from Sophie’s perspective
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(Jones 35). Furthermore, it is
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uglier than ever close to. It was far too tall for its height and not a very
regular shape […] it was built of huge black blocks, like coal, and, like
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Howl’s castle frightens the villagers because it physically moves. In Jones’s novels,
Howl’s castle seems nothing out of ordinary in terms of its exterior formation, even
though it moves about, constantly. Jones virtually offers little information about the
castle’s appearance. Jones’s vague description of Howl’s castle forms a stark contrast
to Miyazaki’s exaggerated, spectacular portrayal of the same castle.
Even though Jones and Miyazaki portray the castle differently, they express the
same idea of fluidity. This feature shows in their treatment of the castle and the
characters. While Jones creates a significant link between the castle and the characters,
Miyazaki goes one step further, using the castle’s metamorphosis to symbolize the
68

protagonists’ transformation. Cavallaro also points out the idea of fluidity in relation
to the characters’ metamorphoses:
No less central are multiple metamorphoses that throw overtly into relief
the ubiquity of flux. Reality appears ever-changing and pervaded by
multifarious spirits […] Relatedly, the identities of the central characters
are emphatically unanchored: Sophie possess the appearance of an
ancient woman yet remains inherently young, the scarecrow is actually a
spellbound prince, and Howl is able to morph into both a bird and the
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While Howl’s physical transformation seems to be a common attribute of a wizard,
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king’s double. (Cavallaro 163)

Miyazaki stresses this aspect during the wizard’s confrontation with the king’s
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sorcerer Suliman. In this confrontation, Suliman sets up a magical trap to bar Howl’s
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departure. Under the attack of Suliman’s star-like magical figures, Howl transforms
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into a giant black bird: As Cavallaro describes, Howl’s metamorphosis is very

its initial indicator consisting just of the sprouting of talons from the hand
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and dismay—followed by the spreading of plumage to the rest of the
magician’s body. (166)

His hands and feet are turned into sharp claws; black feathers start to grow from his
skin; his hair grows into dark feathers; a pair of wings grows from his back. Nearly
fully turned into a bird, Howl hears Sophie’s warning and returns to his human form
in time, with the feathers and the wings shrinking back into his body while he flies to
escape.3
3

Sometimes his metamorphosis is only partial: “…in the scene where he repels a particularly vicious
bombing raid. In this case, the left forearm alone is affected by the appearance of embryonic feathers,
arranged in a visually disturbing pattern” (Cavallaro 166).
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Howl’s metamorphosis demonstrates a crucial feature of the grotesque: the
physical in-betweenness. According to Geoffrey Harpham, the true home for the
grotesque is “the space between, in which perfectly formed shapes metamorphose into
demons. The mid-region is dynamic and unpredictable, a scene of transformation or
metamorphosis” (8). Like the Greek myth character Scylla, whose body parts are
turned into mad dogs while keeping her upper body part in human form, Howl’s
metamorphosis presents himself in half-bird, half-human form, though only
momentarily. During his transformation, he is neither bird nor human; he is between
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showing its grotesque aspect. More significantly, this scene demonstrates the fluidity
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the two physical states. The process of his transformation is dynamic, thereby

of this character. Like his castle, Howl himself does not possess a fixed physical state;
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rather, he is capable of transforming into different shapes with the aid of his magic.
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Unlike Howl’s grotesque metamorphosis, Sophie’s transformation is less
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dynamic. According to Cavallaro, Sophie’s transformation features on “almost
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imperceptible fluctuations” in her “countenance and movements” (161). Furthermore,
her transformation wavers throughout the film. Transformed into an old crone in an
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C hreverses back to herUyouth on various occasions.
instant, Sophie nevertheless gradually
engchi
For example, during her confrontation with Wizard Suliman, she defends Howl,

stating that Howl has the right to live his life. We see old Sophie momentarily regains
her youth little by little. Her wrinkled, old face turns into her young face; her white
hair turns to dark brown. When Suliman points out that Sophie cares for Howl,
Sophie’s old face reappears instead of her young self. Similarly, when Sophie walks
with Howl in the garden, she appears to be an old crone. But she becomes her young
self again when she is amazed by the beautiful scenery. Miyazaki therefore uses
Sophie’s physical transformation to reflect her mental transformation, a “depiction of
the distinctive physiognomic and psychological markers of Sophie’s age” (Cavallaro
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161). Whenever Sophie is under the influence of her inferiority complex, she
regresses to her old bewitched physical state:
At one point a walk in a glorious flower garden rejuvenates her to
girlhood, only for Howl to say she's beautiful, at which point she
instantly returns to a crone. Miyazaki changes her in a moment or
imperceptibly over time, adding or subtracting lines in a visualization of
the cliché of being as young or as old as one feels. (Osmond, “Castles in
the Sky”)

政 治 大
“The device [visualization] becomes a reflection on change and stability: Sophie's
立

Compared with Howl’s case, Sophie’s transformation is more fixed and stable:

appearance alters yet her identity remains fixed” (Osmond, “Castles in the Sky”). In
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Jones’s novel, Sophie’s fixed identity and relatively stable physical state are more
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apparent. Unlike Miyazaki’s adaptation, Jones does not reverse Sophie’s physical
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state until the Witch of the Waste’s curse is completely lifted. Her identity and
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appearance is not nearly as fluid as Howl’s. Howl’s identity remains vague and
uncertain throughout the narrative. For example, he uses different names in different
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the wizard [Howl] has a knack of swapping names no less flamboyantly
than physical appearances, “Howl” being interchangeable with “Mr.
Jenkins” and “Mr. Pendragon” as alternative denominations, depending
on context and occasion. (Cavallaro 163)
The different colors Howl chooses for his clothes and his hair further reflect his fluid
identities and his ambiguous character. By contrast, Sophie’s name remains the same
throughout her physical transformation. She always dresses in grey, which further
mirrors her fixed identity and character.
Different from the contrast in Jones’s original, Miyazaki turns both Howl and
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Sophie into fluid characters. The fluidity corresponds to Miyazaki’s grotesque
presentation of the castle. Like Howl’s grotesque bird-shape transformation, the
appearance of the moving castle involves bird shape with a pair of wings and a tail; it
appears to be in the grotesque condition, the physically in-between, since it is neither
like a “castle” nor an organic creature, whereas it is entitled a castle and moving like a
creature does. Its distortion is an analogy with Howl’s metamorphosis for both are
turned into the monster shape from their better form. Sophie’s changing appearance
reflects her uncertain state of mind, which in turn manifests in the castle’s changing

政 治 大
reconstruction starts from the building’s total destruction. The process of the castle’s
立
appearance. Upon Sophie’s insistence, Calcifer rebuilds the castle. The process of

collapse and reconstruction embodies Sophie’s mental fluctuation and her
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determination to rescue Howl. In short, Howl’s metamorphosis and Sophie’s changing
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appearance demonstrate the idea of fluidity, which is further enhanced by the
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transformation of Howl’s castle.
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Compared with Jones’s portrayal of Howl’s castle, Miyazaki’s adaptation
presents the castle with animalistic and even human features. Miyazaki creates several
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C hof the castle. Its movement
scenes that emphasize a personification
conveys a living
engchi U
being’s vitality. This is also clear in in the castle’s distinctive facial features. We can
see how this castle’s peculiar appearance derives from Jones’s narrative: the castle

depends on Calcifer to move; Calcifer’s life is connected to Howl’s heart. Therefore,
this castle’s mobility concerns not merely its movement from one place to the other.
Our attention is directed to the manner of its movement. The castle’s vitality is for the
last time presented in the ending of the Anime. In this happy ending, lush trees
abound in the flying castle, symbolizing its vitality.4
Jones and Miyazaki present the idea of fluidity differently. Whereas Jones
4

Miyazaki’s presentation of green trees can also be found in his other Anime, Castle in the Sky (1986).
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emphasizes her deviation from fairy tale convention and the ambiguity of language,
Miyazaki stresses the spectacle, grotesque metamorphosis, and the visualization of his
characters’ states of mind. The different approaches to fluidity derive from the
difference of genre. As Brian McFarlane points out:
[T]here is a distinction to be made between what may be transferred from
one narrative medium to another and what necessarily requires adaptation
proper […] “adaptation” will refer to the processes by which other
novelistic elements must find quite different equivalences in the film

政 治 大
The appeal of Jones’s novel lies in her characterization, like “Sophie’s down-to-earth
立
medium. (13)

stubbornness and nagging. Howl’s rock-star vanity and smug charm, and their
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constant squabbling, which hides a growing affection” (Kimmich 136). The humor
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and witty tone in Jones’s characterization motivate us to read on. Miyazaki’s film
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attracts its audience by means of its visual effects: “Being a primarily visual medium,
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cinema tends toward the spectacular, and Miyazaki’s films indeed make frequent use
of spectacle” (Kimmich 128). The idea of fluidity therefore conveys to the readers and
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C h media. Regarding
the audience by means of different
the issue of adaptation between
engchi U
literature and film, Robert Stams’ argument may well fit into Miyazaki’s adaptation
from Jones’s text:
An adaptation consists in an interested reading of a novel and the
circumstantially shaped “writing” of a film. The filmic hypertext, in this
sense, is transformational almost in the Chomskian sense of a “generative
grammar” of adaptation, with the difference that these cross-media
operations are infinitely more unpredictable and multifarious than they
would be were it a matter of “natural language.” Adaptations redistribute
energies and intensities, provoke flows and displacements; the linguistic
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energy of literary writing turns into the audio-visual-kinetic-performative
energy of the adaptation in an amorous exchange of textual fluids.
(Literature and Film 46)
Miyazaki similarly displaces Jones’s textual fluidity with the spectacular mobile castle.
He translates, in visual terms, Jones’s “verbal wit and lightness […] without
necessarily reproducing any specific details of the book” (Kimmich 137).
While both the novel and the film display the idea of fluidity, the film stresses it
more. This may be related to the different era, in which the work was written and

政 治 大
conform to “cultural expectations and changing conditions in the film industry” (9-10).
立
produced. Jack Zipes also points out that the fairy tale is frequently adapted to

The fairy-tale film demonstrates “how the genre of the fairy tale has adapted to
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technological changes of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries” (Zipes 10). Jones’s
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novel was published in 1986; Miyazaki’s anime was released in 2004. Jones’s writing
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style in Howl’s Moving Castle is considered to be postmodern because of her
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“postmodern montage” and her deconstructionism. The postmodern spirit, manifested
with fluidity and montage in this case, is more apparent in Miyazaki’s anime
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C h of Howl’s castle,
(Mendlesohn XXVII). Take the presentation
for example. Jones
engchi U

describes that the castle moves all the time and never stays at the same place. The
fluidity lies only on the castle’s physical motion. Yet she offers no concrete detail
about how it moves: does the castle walk, float, or fly? Miyazaki’s anime, on the other
hand, specifies the manner of the castle’s movement: it moves by walking via four
mechanical chicken legs. Not only is Miyazaki more specific about the way in which
the castle moves, but he also shows that the castle “breathes” like an organic creature:
since it is made of metals, woods, towers, and various odd-shaped materials, even its
tiniest joint can move rhythmically while the castle is walking. Similar to Jones’s
literary “montage,” the castle’s appearance is a collage of different animals’ shapes.
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Because of its irregular, organic shape, the “castle” is a castle in name only. A product
of the 21st century, Miyazaki’s anime projects the postmodern spirit.
From Jones’s mobile castle to Miyazaki’s metamorphic castle, the idea of the
fluidity prevails from page to screen, from words to images. As adaptation, Miyazaki
grasps the spirit of Jones’s novel and adds a stronger tint of postmodernism to it.
Fluidity thus forms the thematic core of Jones’s Howl’s castle series. Floating in the
sky and without relying on gravity, Jones’s castle symbolizes a world without
certainty. Without a fixed and conventional form, Miyazaki’s metamorphic castle

政 治 大
series and the adaptation. As Cavallaro puts it, the castle’s grotesque appearance
立

defies the traditional cognition of a castle. A castle is not anymore just a castle in this

presents the essence of the story:
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In virtue of its graphic emphasis on the composite and the entangled, the
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architectural approach adopted by Miyazaki in the creation of the
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building could be said to epitomize on a truly monumental scale the spirit
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of the story in its entirety as a huge jigsaw puzzle wherein identities are
swapped, lovers mistaken and destinies entangled. (167)
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Furthermore, it is an embodiment
from modernism to
engchi U

postmodernism. Through the castle’s different features, it is not difficult to tell that,
like Jones’s design to mobilize a castle, Miyazaki intends to free his castle from
conventional confinement as well. As the last scene presents, Miyazaki manages to
turn the walking castle into the flying castle—moving in a faster way to be free from
any existed tradition.
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Chapter Five
Conclusion

The genre of fairy tale undergoes various transformations in the course of
history of literature. Contemporary Fairy tale is no longer for children and created
for the sake of education. Rather, the genre provides a means by which writers and a
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more sophisticated group of readers explore complex issues. Both its function and
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its style evolve, accordingly. Departing from traditional fairy tale, which involves
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fixed, allegorical meaning, Jones toys with the double nature of allegory in her
modern fairy tales. Claiming that “one should question not just received wisdom but
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also the premises of received wisdom,” Jones “questions the value of metaphors” by
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the subversion of traditional plot and character,” features that are considered to be

Ch
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the “hallmarks of literary postmodern fiction” (Casey 121).
Jones’s narrative ambiguity and subversion of traditional plot are further
projected in her intriguing treatment of castle, an essential element of fairy tale. Her
postmodern presentation of Howl’s castle conveys fluid meanings. Castle thus
becomes an icon that symbolizes her literary breakthrough. Violating the
fundamental qualities of a castle, Jones portrays a castle that moves and appears in
different shapes, thereby conveying the postmodern idea of mobility and fluidity.
Miyazaki’s metamorphic castle goes even further, defying not only the physical
foundation of a castle, but also the conventional exterior of it. His adaptation of
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Jones’s novel presents the idea of fluidity in a new level. If Jones’s play of
indeterminacy in her use of language and her presentation of Howl’s castle reveal a
trace of postmodernism, Miyazaki’s Anime comprehensively demonstrates
postmodern fluidity in visual terms.
Jones also demonstrates the vacillation of language by means of John Donne’s
“Song.” As David Rudd points out, “metaphorical shifting” is “at the heartless heart
of the circulating meanings in this novel […] where we are presented with a fairy tale
world that […] is actually ‘real’” (267). Donne’s poem—entitled “Song”—is initially

政 治 大
cannot decode it. Howl points out that it is a poem, which is meant to be read
立

regarded by Michael as a spell. He and Sophie therefore interpret it literally and

metaphorically. As his nephew’s friend states: “I remember ‘wind’ and ‘finned’. It’s
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about submarines” (Jones 160-1). In the end, however, the poem is neither a simple
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spell nor a common poem. Rather, it is a curse, which the Witch of the Waste puts on
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Howl. The “metaphorical shifting” between the literal and the metaphorical reading of
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“Song” produces neither a humorous effect nor a sense of confusion. Instead, the
realization of the curse manifests the essence of fantasy genre, namely, the
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the impossibilities of Donne’s
poem can come to
hengchi U
pass” (Rudd 265).1

The idea of fluidity in fantasy is not only reflected on language, it also mirrors
the reality. As Farah Mendlesohn points out: “As a fantasy writer, Jones is descended
from those Victorians who used fantasy to survey conditions in the real world” (XVI).
In Howl’s castle series, Jones reflects the mobile world by means of Howl’s mobile
and fluid castle. As David Rudd mentions, recent scholarship in social science
examines various types of “mobilities,” for example, “the world on the move, the

1

John Donne’s “Song” appears in p. 134 and p. 169 in Howl’s Moving Castle; Sophie’s literal reading
of it can be found in ibid. p. 136.
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collapse of space and time in ‘liquid modernity’” (268). In his Mobilities, John Urry
examines the moving world in terms of transportation and communication: “being
physically mobile has become for both rich and even for some poor a ‘way of life’
across the globe” (4). The idea of fluidity derives from globalization, which becomes
a source of inspiration for contemporary literature and art. Viewed in this light,
Howl’s moving castle mirrors the mobile world: for example, its physical motion is a
metaphor of modern people’s frequent travels. One scene from Howl’s Moving Castle
portrays it quite realistically: “Sophie felt as if their piece of the world had come loose

政 治 大
world, the world is on the move, which mobilizes a traditionally fixed castle, both
立

and was swinging and jigging to round in a circle” (Jones 244). In Jones’s fictional

physically and metaphorically.
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In addition to the idea of fluidity, Miyazaki’s adaptation of Howl’s Moving
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Castle involves some artistic concepts. For example, collage is the form of art which
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seems to be adopted in the Anime, which contributes to Miyazaki’s postmodern
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treatment of the castle. A term in visual art, collage is, from a technical perspective, a
product of Miyazaki, who was responsible for the drawings, particularly the moving
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castle. OED defines collageC
as “[a]n abstract formU
h e n g c h i of art in which photographs, pieces
of paper, newspaper cuttings, string, etc., are placed in juxtaposition and glued to the

pictorial surface” (collage, n.). The grotesque appearance of the castle, which is made
of the juxtaposition of various materials, owes much to the concept of collage.
The use of collage in the Anime, however, goes beyond a technical design.
Indeed, it relates closely to the double interpretation in Jones’s novels. Collage may
be viewed as Miyazaki’s “translation” of the indeterminacy between the literal and the
metaphorical in Jones’s text. As Thomas Brockelman suggests, collage in and of itself
involves a double reading: “that of the fragment perceived in relation to its text of
origin; that of the same fragment as incorporated into a new whole, a different
79

totality” (2). The double nature of allegory in Jones’s text and Miyazaki’s Anime
parallel each other thus.
With the collage castle, does Miyazaki intend to represent something or merely
adopt it as a style to capture audience’s attention? Since Jones’s castle mirrors the
mobile world, what does Miyazaki try to express with his grotesque-looking castle?
While the allegorical nature of collage seemingly parallels Jones’s allegory, how does
the two work to each other? Does Miyazaki really mean to adapt the Anime with
visual equivalence to present Jones’s original, or does he intend to create a work with

政 治 大
adaptation and Miyazaki’s presentation of collage in Howl’s grotesque castle will
立
his own style? A deeper connection between Jones’s original and Miyazaki’s

offer a significant continuation of Howl’s Moving Castle.
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